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HELP Rally
Today At 2

Professor
Evaluation
This Week

I

By JOHN THOMSON

Staff Writer

as possible. Membership is
open to any full time student
at the university," Miss
O'Haire said.
HELP conducted an opinion
poll of 250 USF ·students early
last month to test the necessity of the program. Four of the
questions asked were: In the
past year have you had any
problem with which a lawyer
could have or did help you ?
Fifty per cent answered yes.

A rally has been planned for
today at 2 p.m. in the mall
(the area between the administration building and UC) by
HELP. HELP (Help End
Legal Problems) is a group
By RAY ZOGORSKI
originated by USF student
Sta.ff Writer
Trula O'Haire who is now
president of the organization.
Starting today and continuHELP is a neutral student
through Friday, students
ing
retain
to
formed
organization
IN THE PAST year have
College of Liberal Arts
the
in
an attorney for the purpose any of your friends on campus
the first shot at evaluget
will
of: offering legal advice. to had any problems with which
at USF.
professors
ating
stustudents, representing .
a lawyer could have or did
Chuck Tonkin, Student Govdents in administrative pro- help -them?· Sixty per cent anernment secretary of academceedings involving student swered yes.
affairs, has finished preparic
status, and representing stu- · Would you like to see a repthirty questions based on
ing
vii
ci
and
criminal
in
dents
utable attorney with an office
evaluations across the
other
courts.
on campus to advise students
country.
MISS O'HAIRE stressed eon a,ny ·1egal problems? NinTonkin has gotten only
- that the group is student orga- ety per cent answered yes.
"substantial" reply of 130 letWould you be willing to pay
nized, oriented and run. It is
ters from over 240 he sent out
intended to bring "how- up tQ $5 per year for this serrequesting affirmation of the
to-do-it" practical hints · and vice with the understanding
professor to undergo the volsuggestions on legal matters that it would bl:! available to
untary .evaluation.
to students in the form of pe- you and any other student
STUDENTS WILL come to
riodic seminars and lectures. making this payment? Ninety
classes in upper
professors'
The· featured speakers at per cent answered yes.
level liberal arts during the
the rally will be Student GovHELP HAS RECEIVED enlast 20 minutes of class and
.,,_,,, ernment (SG) Presideg.t Scott dorsement , from the Student
dis~ribute the questionaire.
Barnett, Dr. David Leonard, Government and various camResults will be published in
shoes,
monster
and
socks
coat dress, shown here with knee
Now that' winter is officially here, USF students may be won'.rnd a bay area attorney. . pus organizations including
library before registration
the
out
going
~or.
or
classes
afternoon
for
good
is
ensemble
This
guys,
dering what to wear for the holiday season. .F or the
Entertainment will be sup- the Campus Americans for
next quarter.
get·
'
to
,vhat
wondering
are
parents
your
case
In
evening.
that
right.
always
are
combinations
sweater
and
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traditional
plied by the Muggles and Rick Democratic Action, the AfroTonkin said that n o t
yon for, Christmas, how about this· wool plaid jumper and coPlaid slacks and loafers have been the favorites for a couple
Norcross.
to the evaluation
Americans, the Campus Coalicomplying
the
are
loafers
and
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knee
again
Once
blouse.
ordinated
years now and are still hits. For the girl's a bright red plaid
The Representative Com- tion, 1 the History Club and
way, be an evalua
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added
perfect
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to
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will
tha.t
outfit
practical
a
is
blazer
and
skirt
mittee of HELP is now in the Pan-Hellenic.
hoped that the
is
"It
ation.
chilly mornings and warm afternoons. Another favorite is the
process of selecting a bay
evaluation can be expanded to
It has received the personal
area attorney. The committee
include the entire University
endorsement of SG President
is made up of Miss O'Haire,
the future," Tonkin said.
in
Scott Barnett,· S G viceOne to One President, Otha
SG
Winkles,
president Frank
INSTRUCTORS teaching a
Favors, .Edie Scott, SG RepreBen Brown, president
_
Senator
for the first time are
course
Bry~
Atkipson
Pete
sentative
Peggy Apgar,
exempt from the evaluation,
son Clevenger Jr., the Direc- of Pan-Hellenic
president of World Affairs
,
.
a nd their results, if they detor of the Speech and Hearing
and
Etridge
John
Council
cide to be evaluated, will not
Clinic Dr. Clarence Webb, and
spme members of local Bar
'
be published.
Professor Bob Stevenson.
Associations.
For their guidance, faculty
The purpose of the rally_. in
~ \.. THE FACULTY advisers of
m'embers \viii be g1ven extenthe ,group are Dr. Maxine the words of Miss O'Haire, issive statistical results of the
MacKay and Dr. Charles W. to "explain and ~xpose the
evaluation, including bow they
purposes, goals and objectives
.... Arnade.
-Classrooms are not being the quarter system, which into -consideration students perfoqned against the averIt has been suggested the
"We are not associated with of HELP to let the student
hours a week, was adopted in 1966 to accom: who ieave school before the age pr.ofessor performance
either conservative or liberal know this service is available state universities budgets be used enough
not include as . plish this specific goal but has year is up, or the sharp sum- and how '1ey were evaluated
do
loads
class
year.
elements of USF. We are pur- to them and how they can go cut $180-million this
in relation to other professors
The legislative subcommit- many ·students as they could, , not done so. Summer enroll- mer enrollment drops. Consid- in their same field and classi·
posely remaining as neutral abqut joining."
tee which has proposed this a majority of enrollment is ment, 1968 was only 42 per ering both; the stibeommittee fication.
move has recomrriended that jammed into three quarters of cent of, fall, 1967 enrollment. reduced the Regents' 1975_sysuniversities must make use of the academic year instead of On the other hand, 1967 sum- temwide enrollment .. ~tirrJates
EMPHASIS FOR the evaluclassrooms and other aca·dem- being spread evenly over four mer trimester enrollment was by 5,624 students.
ation has been placed on the
v Several institutions, the course and the instructor.
ic space year round. A ceil- quarters. The result has been. 82 pei: cent of fall, 1966 enrolls~ys, _particularly the
report
winter
ment.
fall,
in
--overcrowding
Questions will range from
ing should ~ put on graduate
number
the
projecting
In
Y'
(University. of' Flo- ho,w you like the subject matones
older
classidle
and
spring
and
and ·professional course en' of full-time (FTE) - students rida , Florida State and-Florida ter, class organization, inrollment and, a recommenda- rooms in summer.
-The report suggests that for future years, then estimat- · A.&M) are overbuilt, by sub- structor attitude towards the
tion which students will heartily applaude, is the suggestion one obstacle to a year-round ing ,the space necessary fo r committee . stan·d ard tb the subjectian~ willingness to give
· to junk the quarter system level _of, enr~llment might be them, the Regents do not take . paint of having i:noug\l ~pace,
m -some categories, for all 'the
which has been tagged expenstudents anticipafed- in those
sive and controversial.
categories seven years hence.
Although these are long
v FLORIDA· STATE·: and
range plans, they should be
Florida A&M, which are virput into effect by 1975. Rep.
. tual neighbors iri Tallaljassee,
John Middleµias said, "That .
State university enrollment in . Florida has increased
h a-v e· "overbuilt" capacity
sounds like a large reduction,''
proportionately in the last eight years and, according to
to six 'mafor ai;:aequivalent
(82 per cent of the $220-million
years.
seven
next
the
during
rising
keep
will
predictions,
demic . buildings_ costing , , $2:
budget). But I have no doubt
'fhe Board of Regents reports a 45.7 per cent increase
million -eacl:l.' The _repo.rt p_roit can be achieved. The key
within the lower division at all state ,universities. Up!er
' Dr. Harold Benjamin, auposes - tlie· Regents see: to: it
word is that report is 'utilizadivision enrollment is up 338.9 per cent, booming as· a rethat "each of . these ·schools - thor of "Saber Tooth Curricution' of academic space in the
sult of the many juni_o r colleges established in the state.
makes .use of the other's un- · lum," will speak Thursday in
universities. "
The highest .increase in enrollment ts taking place withused capacity:' to -'effect; _by the Kiva in the Education
The report states that uniin the graduate division, up 518.4 per cenl:.
a capital outlay savings Building at 2 p.m.
1975,
versities continue to · request
Graduate enrollment is soaring from 1,504 students in
_.
·of $12-million.
astronomical sums for addi, I
.-·
1960 to an .estimated 19,730 in 1975.
"Teacher Education In The
~ Present Board of Retional buildings while failing
The report suggests limiting graduate-professional en- ·
United States" will be Dr.
gents' ·.building plans will cre- Benjamin's topic.
to ·utilize the· academic space
rollment to a fixed percentage of total-. enrollment either
ate additional excess capacity,
they already have to fullest
'
of
rate
the
'limiting
or
by institutions or systemwide,
recently
systemwide, of $12-million B~njamin
Dr.
. ,
;
advantage.
growth of such- programs.
equivalent to six more '. $2- served as •Distinguished SerOther conclusions reached
. mi14on academic buildings:
vice Professor Of Education
by the Subcommittee were:

a

What To Wear For Winter Here

Budgets May Be •Axed;
Qua,t~r System -' J•un-ked

**

Enrollment

personal help; to instructor
tolerance, extent of student
involvement in class, grading,
teaching effectiveness and
how the course could be improved.
TEACHER EVALUATION
is one attempt of getting more
student control over academic
life initiated by the Student
Government (SG) .
At present, SG officers
are ]"orking on the quarter
system, student participation
in curriculum determination
and increased say in the appropriation of student fees.

Referendum Is
Canceled Until
Next Ouarter
A referendum scheduled for
voting today before the Student Government Legislature
has been canceled until next
quarter. L o u is LaGrande,
chairm/in of the election rules
committee, said the r eferendum asking USF to join the
National Student Association
(NSA) was postponed to give
the student body more time to
study the question.
LaGrande said the referendu~ will prob<}Qly b_e presenv
ed during -the electon of Student Government President,
Vice President, and eight Senators.
The Student Government
has approved joining, but decided the issue should · be
brought before all students.
The NSA is a confederation
of over 300 college and universities, offering services to
individual students and student governments. It was
founded to promote intercampus cooperation and represent the United States· in the
international student world.

Author To Speak
Here Thursday

*
·
Increases

at the University of North
Dakota in Grand Forks. ,
He is the author of "Higher
Education in the · American
Republics" and does work
concerning international edu'
cation.
He will stress the need for
an •international emphasis on
teaching iii his speech here.
The public, as well as students and staff, are invited.

ttee Posts
'

USF Coed Is Miss Ta mpa
Annette Johnson, a junior majoring in social science and - speech , was crowned _Miss
Tampa for 1969 at Curtis Hixon Conven-t ion Cen·
ter Saturday.
Miss Johnson, an attractive green-eyed
blonde and sister of Delta Delt a Delta sorority,
is a graduate of King High School and has held
the titles of Miss Tampa Boat Show, Miss March
of Dimes, Florida Watermelon Queen, Miss
Fiorida Tee nager , Miss Tampa Date setter and
little Miss Temple Terrace.
As the new Miss Tampa, Miss Johnson will
be the city's representative in the Miss Florida
Pageant.

Student Government ·-leaders w:unde~licb, who attends all
pr,otested recent unconstitu: .meetings· ·of the SG Legisla-tional appointments ·to t lie ture, knew· of the appointStudent Affairs Committee -at ments and should · have noti- ·
a ,meeting . with . Pr~s. J.ohn · fied ·him. . ~
Allen, acting bkause "We ·
·
Allen Friday.
SG ·President -Scott Barnett needed to have a functi.oning
said, "We really didn't ac~ commttt.ee," <!PPOinted Hooks,
complish anything spec_if(c,._ Bigging, _ and Goe, all apbut _we _(stud~nfs and :'dil:m~c proved oy - Barnett. He also
trat1on) both ~greed that a ,., ippointed: Jay , Pierce from
· . · Resident" Hall Council. Steve
problem existed."
Conflict resulted from aR- , R~man from the Inter Frapointments made by Barrie~, ;) 'e ntity Coun~il, acting as a
~nd approve~ by the SG Leg'-/ ~fum uter representative, and
1slature which were turned · ,Vicki Vale from P anhellenic
·. • Council.
down by Allen.
. The nominations by· Barnett
The Student Government
included Ben Hooks, Frank
at the meeting,
representatives
Biggins, Roger Coe, Michael
Frank
Vice-President
Barnett,
Woodward and Jerry Stern;
Roger
Senators
and
Winkles,
stein for the Student Affairs
Anderson, and
Steve
Coe,
Committee.
Cindy Blumenfeld, contended
ALLEN SAJD he had not re- Allen should not , have gone
ceived notification by Barnett outside the SG to get the nomof the appointments. Barnett inations. They claimed Stu•
claimed an administrative dent Government was the only
error, but said Dean Herbert body responsible to all the

committee '. last ,year· graduated. Wf' had .to :rrtoye ~in:}we
have ·beeri:) oo~e,'1 our .pr.-oce-dutes .. We,_ were· 1:/.ehii)q. iri.'following -:. up vatioll$ ; ,Regent's
policy, ·, university,:, p o]·ic y
·statements, and. Sfud~nt~(:!lovernment action.;; ___ / ;:: . ,,
Wunderlich.' claimed ..-:that ·in
-the past tlie majorl ;~!'!a.S of
, represe·otation, aria,: ])rob1ems
· \~ei;e ·:the- c~iilmuilirs.~,.Cfreeks,
and· f eside~~f H~ agr_eei~: that
. now~ the emIJ\.lasis has ,.shifted
t<i.. th-e' gedfu-af,-stude~f.body.
: .TIIE , ~EPRESEN'.i.lATIYE
at the meemig, ?ll\ (}i,~½s;
were opposed to ·wh?t .Barq.ett
called the "iristftutionaliz1hg
of certain segihents·of_tpe ,student body (tlfe Greeks) ,_to represent the · entire ' student
_· .. , . .t;.
·,. ·.,
body."
Barnett sa.id:,\hat the spec;ial
problems with Greeks,'- :• residents, and corri,ITIUte_rs·f wo;lJd
be considered - aq'il _".t~ple
qualified iii these areas <vould
~

SCOTT Bi\RNJ)ITT .... in conllicf:
_
students.
THEY ALSO contended that
an increased student membership from four to six was not
known. They • claimed that
Allen directly violated the SG
constitution which he approved.
Allen defended himself, saying: "The four students on the

~

.

I

be appointed to the committee.
It was not decided what
would be done, but there were
leanings toward letting the six
present members of the committee sit, until Barnett can
approve the present members
or submit new names.
ALLEN'S MOVE to increase
student representation was
done because of "the growth
of the University and increased efforts to involve students," he said.
The question of which
groups on campus represented the students best, continually came, up, with Barnett saying, "If we (Student Government) are given consideration
to show that we are a viable
effective Student Government,
these incompetent people you
fear won't be elected to office."
Barnett was referring to Allen's suggestion of the possi-

bility that the Legislature
wouldn't appoint those best
qualified for the committees.
ROGER COE said, "You
should depend on the good
will and sensibility of the legislature."
All agreed that if unsuitable
names were submitted to sit
on the committees, students
would be affected, and make
corrections through the election of more responsible legislators.
President Allen said that
he
"to remain flexible,"
would need more than one
name submitted when he was
considering filling vacancies. ·

WINKLES disagreed, saying, "You want the best people you can get. The additional
people not appointed might be
lost, not able to sit on any
other committee . Your (Allen's) power to turn down our
appointment should be strong
enough."
V

,·
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SCA Test. Will 'Tell It Like It Is'
By ERNIE GUTIERREZ
Staff Writer

dents time and money - and,
it is hoped, eliminate a widespread statistical ·misconception about the excellence of
A new test unrelated to USF graduates.
graduate school admission
The Survey of College
has been substituted for the Achievement , (SCA), . which
Graduate Record E x a m was administered -for the fir.st
(GRE) as a requirement for time here this quarter, .will
students graduating from the cost students $l compared to
Colleges of Liberal Arts and $8 for the GRE. SCA takes 75
Basic Studies.
minutes to GRE's three
The change will save stu- hours.
·
· •·
----------------------

E D W A R D CALDWELL,
head of Evaluation Services
who administers the· test, explained · that scores of USF
graduates on the GRE have
been taken to be "proof" of
USF's -:superiority as an educational institution. ·

our own test, but it is as yet
just a suggestion," he continued.

EDUCATIONAL Tes ting
Service, which also ·.l!roduces
the GRE, bills the Survey of

*
*
Graduate Guide

"Aciu'.11-ly the norms· we
Students going into gradu- the Guides, containing inforwei:e 'being compared -tQ -w~re ate school now have Peter- mation on over 13,000 gradu!ienved fro~ a few paroc!tial ·son's Guides to Graduate ate programs, is now availcolleges whi~h were certa~nly Study to help them ,choose the able for student use in Placeno true· basis .for comparison
suited for their ment Director Donald S. Colwith USF. Our students were school best
1study.
areas
of
by's office in Administration
scoring:~bove their capacities
because the norms· weren't ' Peter W. Hegener launched 277.
Hegener said, "T h e s e
representative," said Cald- the Guides in 1966 in order to
bring
"a
more
orderly
flow
of
guides
should provide an unwell ·
'
presenting gr a d_u at e pro- dergraduate with b a s i c,
He termed the SCA "a information from graduate across-the-board coverage of
stopgap measure" put into op- schools to undergraduate stu- what's avail.able in his field eration until 11- . more suitable dents."
what exists, what the requireDesigned as a forum for , ments are, and where he's
test can be found. ·"It's even
been suggested that we create grams, the 1968-1969 edition of likely to be accepted."

College Achievement as a far
more reliable test for comparison, but Caldwell expressed
doubt that SCA will actually
measure USF's success as an
institution of learning.
"No test can measure the
success of a university because the purposes of a university are as numerous as
the purposes of each student
at a university.
"No test can empirically
measure whether a university
is providing the opportunity
for students to fulfill their
capabilities," said Caldwell.
THE CHIEF problem in
comparative testing, Caldwell
continued comes in the formulation ·of external comparisons
- between cqlleges. "The SCA is
better than the GRE in this
respect," he said.

Peace March
·Scheduled
•For Dec.· 7 Brown Discusses Student Rights
By JOHN THOMSON
Sta.ff Writer
A highly organized major
p e a c e demonstration is
planned for Saturday by the
Bay Area Coalition.
•
The Bay Area Coalition is a
recently organized ,group of
students from USF, New College, Florida Presbyterian
College, _the University of
Tampa and St. Petersburg
Junior College.
The demonstration is scheduled to begin at 1 p.m. -in
front of the Federal Building
at 500 Zack Street.
Chip Jeffries, USF student
and top organizer, said that
· they are "trying to coordinate ,
student activity in the southern part of Florida . . . to
weld together an effective student voice in all affairs which
affect students."
In citing the improvement
over the demonstration staged _
Nov. 14, Jeffries said that the ·
next one will be extremely ·

"What I w~t to do is rap,"
Student -Government senator
: and student . rights' · advocate
Ben Brown told the audien_ce
as he ·opened a discussion on· ·
."Student Power" held by the
' One to One group.
·
In · his 30-niinute · initial
speech, Brown said that by
· becoming involved in student.
rights "you can ge't an understanding and a feeling." He
' continued at the meeting held
Wednesday evening, "The
Black Man and _the student.
is interested in · one philosophical question, that is society.
"The socio-economic system
is a conspiracy against the
sensitive person .•. the coun- .
try is motivated by this
money concept. The business
of America is business.

well organized. "We realized
that the last demonstration
was ineffective because of a
lack of organization,-'' he remarked.
Chief parade marshals are
being appointed and will be
respons'ible for i:ec;ruiting at
least 25 marchers. There will
also be · lieutenant marshals
and alternate marshals to aid
in organizing.
The protest will feature
speakers from several universities, clergymen, folk singers
and a "guerrilla theatre". a
farcical skit) put on by area
players.
Jeffries stressed that it will
be a "coat and tie affair." He
said, "People who are against
the war are serious people
• . . we will appreciate fair
press coverage from the
Tampa papers."
· - The Bay Area Coalition has
planned a· series of demonstrations and has no connection with the Campus Coalition at USF.

"...

THE

UNITED

States has constructed a
myth-making machine."
He tpen referred to defeated
Democratic presidential candidate, Sen. Eugene McCar-

thy. "He taught us all a lesson; the enormous improb- .
ability of electing a president
in · this society."
Brown went on to relate student power to black . power.
"The only difference between
student power ' and · black
power is that the white ·man
has the choice between· being
the beater and the beaten."
WHEN THE meeting was
opened to discussion, Howard
Gowan, One to One advisor,
asked Brown if there was any
way_ of working within the
"structure." Brown replied,
"If our generation completely
refuses to take position, refuses to cooperate."
In answering a question
concerning black p o we r,
Brown said, "The white militant doesn't have any soul,
really, we don't have the real
depth feeling, the Black Man
does. We can't feel that soul
talk that the Black Man has
... We've lost the capacity of
love by being technocrats."

-

Shortly thereafter, resigned
SG representative and SDS
member Ray Hooks walked in
and was quickly drawn into
the conversation. B r o w n
pointed him out amiably as
"resident radical."
GOWAN ASKED Brown,
"How come you are a pacifist
and Hooks is a radical?"
"You don't want to kill anybody, do you · Ray?" Brown ·
turned to Hooks. Hooks amusingly hesitated.
When Hooks, who is having
his troubles with the officials,
became somewhat the center
of attention, he said, "It's not
a matter of making enemies,
it's making the right enemies.
"YOU HA VE TO talk pig
talk to pigs." He had said earlier, "Some people dig the
oinks." , Hooks called for "the
radicalization of the people."
The discussion then became '
very involved and heated and
occasionally loud when the
question of "what can be
done" came up.

"However, SCA will allow
us to make fairly accurate internal comparisons and to
evaluate the various departments of the university on the
basis of _changes in scores on
the various sections of the test
from year to year.
"Also SCA measures only

the knowledge generally associated with the first two years
of college. It doesn 't touch on
upper level material," Caldwell said.
The SCA is divided into five
sections: math, English, humanities, social science and
natural science.

Students View
Generation Gap
The "generation gap" was statement drew applause.
not even narrowed at a
THE conversation switched
10-man panel discussion Tues- to law and order, entailing
day despite the well repre- the recent marijuana raid and
sented generations involved.
violence on university camThe discussion was held in puses. Sheriff Beard was histhe downtown Tampa Public sed by the students in the auLibrary auditorium and in- dience when he mentioned
cluded three USF students the "boys and girls" in the
and one USF professor with a schools.
,
large student delegation in the
Coe said, "If we really had
audience for support.
law and order, Florida would
Malcolm Beard, Hillsbor- . stop for a week when the
ough County Sheriff who was Mafia was cleaned up." Most
the target of many remarks of the audience laughed.
from the panel and a few
Representative Van Hook,
snickers from the audience, in mentioning USF Pres. 'J.ohn
began when asked about the Allen remarked, " He's like a
"gap." "Certainly I think guy at Halloween, we go
there is a generation gap," ,il-round trick or treating." Van
but he continued that "it may Hook, the most amusing of
be overexaggerated."
the speakers, talked at length
about the war and the draft.
USF STUDENT Government (SG) Sen. Roger Coe,
the most prolific speaker, disputed the existence of a generation gap. He preferred to
term it an "idea gap." "The
media draws the generation
gap," Coe said.
SG representative Bob Van
Hook defined the gap as "inflexibility" on the part of the
"establishment."
SG representative Frank
Biggins stated that the student and black movements in
this country are analogous
and when moderator Herbert
Hunt of WLCY referred to Negroes as "colored" he was
hastily infor_!_lled by Coe that
the word ·is "black."· Coe's

WHEN HUNT mentioned
Van Hoo k's "advocating"
draft dodging, Van Hook replied, "I said look into it."
The crowd laughed. Van Hook
continued in saying that the
gap could not be bridged.
When it was apparent that
he would meet with opposition
on that point, the representative said, "I am still young,
still a bit naive and a bit
idealistic, but I can still
hope."
Robert Stevenson, assistant
professor of American Idea
said, towards the end of the
discussion, "I think it's a tremendous generation . . • I
think we shpuld be proud."

.,_

SeWing }Coeds
.Win Cori.test
. I
I

•

A winn-ing combi_nation of careful.selection
of fabric and design \ nd a high degr~! of sewing technique paid gift certificate dividends ·in
the reCe.(!t University _Center, ( uc1 s~J ing Cqntest,
•

.

.

.

I

. -

:over ,_ 59 ·girls ent~red the contest, which
culminate~ with ~- fas'hion show ·in the UC .Nov. ·
18. 'The win-ning sefrrt str~sses were: Cyndee _
Rhodes, sports and campus:wear cate~or.y; Car- '
'~ol McGill, ;_lounge wear; Stephanie _Mi11er, Formal and' After Five; _Michele Du~r~sne, Dressy
· Date and Church
and Yvonne
Delara, Suits and
.
.
.. '
Michele Do Fresne and
C!fndee Rhoq,es hold the Coats.
·;,,

,

Need"les and Pins ,.Sewing
Contest sign in which
they were the winners of
five categories. Although
some of the entrants did
design their own entries,
originality was not a, key
to the judging. Instead
judges woked for .t he de- tails of sewing craftsmanship.

I

•

Lo1:_nge Wear category winner, Carol McGill, shows her one-piece, red and
white striped flannel jump-suit.·

Dressy Date or Church ·
is the category Mic_hele
Du Fresne won with this
brown handed knit dress
with brown and w'hite
checked trim.

Yvonne D.eLara model.s
her Suit sµnd Coats category winner, a bfack
and white hounclstooth
checked wool . coat and
matching skirt.

Winner of the Campus
and. Sports. Wear category Cyndee Rhodes
models her two - piece
gray tweed dress and
matching cap.

Stephanie Miller is shown in a black bonded crepe
dress with lace trim, winning entry in the Formal
and After-Five category.
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Jump Tearns' Hold . Meet
-.,.

...

By MARILYN MUNYER
Writer
St.aff
I'
The USF Parachute Club
placed seventh in team accuracy in the 6th annual National
Collegiate Parachuting Championship held in Zephyrhills
over Thanksgiving weekeend.
Some 130 students, representing 35 American universities, competed in the meet.
don, and Dave Hester.
Competition was keen in
this year's race to \vin the
Gavin trophy which is awarded to the best overall team in
the competition.

Kappa Delta Pi Installs Officers
Kappa Delta Pi, an Honor Society in Education, has installed offic.ers. From left they are: Earl Hall, installing officer, William K!'hn, president, John Porter, vice president,

Bonnie light.foot, secretary, Al Stefuvat, treasurer and Jos&phine Hubbard, historian-reporter.

The U.S. Air Force Academy wa§ presented with the
_first place Gavin trophy. West
Point . p~a.ced second followed
by Southern Illinois University and The Citadel.

·Porpoise' IQ ·Tested
Preliminary tests run on
How smart is a porpoise? across phylogenetic levels."
This is current research being This means comparing 01,1e Frustration seem to indicate
conducted by a psychologist animal with other species on the intelligence level is not as
high as primates such as
intellegence level.
at USF.
Two primary objectives of chimpanzees. No . significant
. Paschal N. 'strong, profestesting has been done with
sor of psychology, is working the current research are:
at this time.
Sharkey
quality
object
1) To obtain
with two "bottle nose" porpoises which were given to learning sets, or on what level ·· The U.S. Navy is Gurrently
in training porpoises
him by the St. Petersburg of comparative intelligence involved
in sound
experiments
for
Aquatarium. One is a female are porpoises compared with
reception. ·
and
propagation
named Frustration and the other animal species.
Strong believes that the infor2) To determine the comother is a male called Sharmation his project gathers
parative ability to solve varikey.
may ·prove valuable in the
Strong considers himself as ous oddity problems in which Navy's experiments.-.
a "coniparative-psycholog{cal a series of three-dimensional
psychologist"· and is inter- - objects are used. The test is
ested in tHe "true cqmpara- to pick out the odd object in
tive studies of intelligence the series.

Strong has worked with oddity problems on rats, cats,
rhesus lUOnkeys, chimpanzees
and humans. In all ceases, the
techniques were the same. He
also helped to train chimpanzees for the National AeroAdminisnautics and Spa
tration orbital Mercury flights
which paved the way for
manned flights into space.
Support for the current porpoise research has been requested by USF from two governme!lt agencies. ·

•

STOP
\.

ALL·MAKES & MODELS
OF IMPORT CARS
I

.

10% ON PARTS
10701 NEBRASKA AVE.

'FREE
.SOAP
TO USF STUDENTS - TUES. • WED. - THURS.

AT

-KOIN-KLEEN
* ._AVNDROMAT *
TEMPLE TERRACE SHOPPING CENTER
OPEN ·5:30 A.M.-10:30 P.M. EVERY DAY
ATTENDANT ON DUTY
TELEVISION

Qua·rter II
Contests .Set
.

Places Seventh

Representing the USF Sport
Parachute Club in the meet
were Dan Daniels, Rich Gordon, and Dave Hester. USF
placed seventh in team accuracy. •
The team accuracy event
was jmlged on the ability of a
three-man team to jump from
3,500 feet and land on a small,
four-inch disc ·in the center of
a 20-yard drop zone.
This is the first year that
USF has had the opportunity
to compete in the Collegiate
Meet.

'..

Most schools had between fies the ideals of the National
five and twleve students rep- Collegiate P a r a c h u t i n g
resentirrg them at the meet. League. The sportmanship
' 'If we had more students rep- trophy was donated to the colresenting USF, we would have legiate meet by the Zephyr•
had a much better chance of hills Chamber of Commerce.
The best overall individuals
placing among the top-ten
schools," commented Dan to compete in. the 11'.).eet were:
first place, Doug Metcalf,
Daniels.
Other Florida schools com- (Kent State ) ; second place,
peting in the meet were Uni- Jeff Russell (University . of
versity of Florida and Florida New Mexico); third place,
th
Wolfram (Sou ern IlliJunior College. University of Paul
nois).
Hawaii won the Sportm?-D.5hip
Presentation of trop~ies and
Award which is presented to awards was made , Sunday
the team which best p_ersoni- evening.
,-,:::::::::::::::~~::::::::::~~::::::::::::: :-;

TRY OUR

COLD FEET?

MOCCASINS - HIS & HERS

SANDAL SHOP
306

s.·DALE MABRY

According to Scott Hamilton, the Collegiate · Meet Director and member of the
Board of Directors of the U.S.
Parachute Association, "This
year's meet was· the most
, competitive collegiate meet
ever 'to take place; we were
really happy to see so many·
schools represented."

UC EVENTS ·

PIT

USF Team

~

♦

,

International
Christmas
'
-planned
Foreign students at USF
are invited to participate in
two programs during Christ~
mas vacation.
The Georgia Institute · of
Technology sponsors· Christmas International House, an
opportunity for· foreign students to gather for fellowship
and reunion during the Christmas holidays.

The University Center Fash- trant's apprqach to fashion
ion Committee is finishing its ~ and its role in the life she
plans for the 1969 "Top Col- leads and being an outstandSTUDENTS stay at v~ious
lege Girl on Campus" Con- ing initiator or achiever on churches throughout the countest. This contest was pre- campus or in her community. try.
The entrants in the USF
viously limited to "Best
Ch r i s 't'm as InternationDressed Girl o n Campus," competition may be sponsored
House will be held Dec.
al
oron-campus
and USF's · winner was en- by an approved
2. The only cost is
18-Jan..
. tered in Glamour Magazine's ganization (only one official
transportation.
search for the "Top Ten Best entry per organization), or 10
The second program is the
Dressed College Girls in student signatures (a student
~erica'l ,contes_t.. Tb.is ·year, may sjgn a ·.petition f~r only Quadrennial l 01:1ng Adult ConVf!ntion fo be held in Atlanta,
however, '-'Glamour" enlarged one candidate). ,
...e.. .i ~ : • -,---. •
.• ""bin.it ;--JJeet; 27~~~:....-._
.,,
. •
-tliepatforiaJ.;-c1>fupetition-·to::ilr- j Each. enfut
elude_leadership·,and- activity h~r applieation together:with
" a 5" X · 7", full-length;. black
attributes. ,
The winner of USF's· compe-- . and white photograph .to Unitition · will· be entered in the versity Center 159 -no later
national competition. .In addi- than Monday, Jan. 20 - at 5
tion to qualifying through a p.m. No, photographs other
local contest, the USF entrant than those described will . be
must also write a, 500-750 word accepted.
THE FOLLOWING are sigco~position_ . de~cribin_g the
of activity m which s~e nificant dates- in the contest;
,,,, Jan. 20 _ Deadline for
1s myolved, who sponsors 1t,
y,rhen and why she chose this entry.
,,,, Jan. 22 • Campus -wide
mvolveme:1t. and w'hat role·
student vote for 10 semishe plays m it.
RUTH WHITNEY, editor- finalists.
in-chief of ··"Glamour," ex- · ' Y' Jan. 22 - 2:00 p.m., Uniplained that excellence in · versity C e n t e r Ballroomleadership is riot necessary presentation of candidates.
,,; Jan. 23 • Judges eliminafor the result of the highest
I.Q., as good· fashion sense is tion - selection of five . finalnot necessarily the resuU of a ists.
"' Jan. 27 - Final judging lot of money and beauty. Two
basic guidelines used in USF winner selected
Entry blanks and informaand national competition are

·mus

'

!JP~

/

Inforat
the University
available
sheets are Center
~e::e~n~-- tion
·~_- -th~
·~~-;~g:·m_
~thinkin;
-•.~....
=..=..=..~~=..=-;~=..=.=-~-~_=-~-~-~-~-~-~-~_=_=.,;_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=-~.!..-~in~ru;·~v_1~·d~u~a-l:._
mation Desk.

·.- FOLK SING

I
ON ANY OF

JERRY'S GREAT

PIZZAS
Sorry only one
Coupon per Pizza

The · Seventh Annual All.University Folk Sing Contest
~as now grown to include not
only fo~, but also contemporary anrl popular music. This
new program, sponsored by
the University Center Program Council, will . be- called
the University Song Fest and
will be held in the Theatre
J an. 31° and Feb. 1, 1969.
THE GUIDING,principles of
the program · have been the
growing participation, appreciation . and desire for better
music and to better acquaint
the campus with the various
songs of today.
Professional judges will be
, rating the singers in the areas
of single amateur,(group amateur, single professional, and
group professional. Each of
.the singers in the four areas
will compete for the winner's
trophies over the two-night
competition.
Applications for the University Song Fest may be picked
up at the University Center
Information Desk.

Lawton Receives
Science Honor

Deliver-,
Service 50c
,FREE ON ORDER
. OV~R $7.00
Phone

988-7391
(

· Dr. Alfred H. Lawton, dean
of USF College of Medicine, .
has been included in the book
"Who's Who in the Wor ld of
Science from Antiquity to the
Present." He is listed with
such notables as Galileo, Pasteur; and Einstein .
Dr. Lawton is Associate
Dean of Academic Affairs,
Co-Director of the· USF Institute on Aging, and Chairman
of the USF Graduate Council.

ALL I WANT FOR
,CHRISTMAS IS VILLAGER®..•
~ long ribbed vest, hand fashioned and
hand loomed of virgin wool. Two pockets,
covered belt, 34-40, 18.00. Shown with a
long sleeved mock turtleneck of wool;
34-40, 15.00, and a fully lined dirndl skirt
with big kangaroo pocket;. 6-16, 18.00.
W atermelon pink or wedge wood blue.
Maas Village Shop, a ll s tores except
North Gate and Gandy Blvd.

NEW MINI-FALLS FOR
HOLIDAY HAPPENINGS .•.•
and all those up-coming dances and parties. Why wait for your hai_r to grow long,
wear a mini fall for instant glamour!
H airlon® nylon looks, feels real, comes
' attached to a lifted cap base. M atch your
own h a ir from the many natural shades
available. With detachable band, 12.99 in
M aas Millinery, West Shore Plaza,
Downtown, Tamp~; S t. Petersburg.
We specialize in custom blen·ded hair pieces

....,

FLORIDA

,..

JERRY STERNSTEIN

What Kind
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EDITORIALS : AND COMMENTARY
I

•
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The single most important issue
- in America today remains unsettled after five years and 20,000
deaths. And although ,this column
has not in the past reported on the
topic of the war in Vietnam it has
by no means been forgotten.
As the United
States enters the
sixth year of the
war it finds itself
at the Paris negotiating table with
N o r t h Vietnam
and the National
Liberation Front,
the political arm
of the Viet Cong.
This first step towards peace
seemed comparatively simple once
the United States.- had faced realities and ended the bombing of
North Vietnam.

Bigger Voice for Students
Student representation on University was more than tripled last
week when President John Allen
approved increasing the number of
students on some committees and
placing students on committees
where there previously were ~one.
The increased representation,
from 16 to 52, was made on committees where students can make
"significant contributions in the
deliberations," according to Allen.
And student membership in the
University Senate has also been increased from five to eight.
PRES. ALLEN has indeed done
something for students in his approval of increa~ed student paJtici-pation. He has acknowledged the
growing voice of "student power,"
a voice which rightfully is demanding, and getting, more say-so in the
roperation of universities through/ out the country.
And he has acknowledged the
: growing voice of students at USF,
: where ·campus activism ;has surged
forth in a vocal and active Student
: Government this quarter ..
; ' IT'S- ABOUT TIME there will
! be a- greater student voice on .com: mittees which in many cases are
, : concerned. solely with student is·
: sues or i;;penp student money.
It's about time there is student
1
· repres,entation \ on some coin: mittees 'where there previously
; was· norie "t"'"" -the calendar, coopera:tive education, equipment _accoun·; tability, interri~tional studies, in~
and :. schedules com·? struction•
.. ~. •
• •
, m1ttees. •..
.~ ·There is · still no student representation_ on academic standards,
planning aI;J.d analysis. But we
think. -these are. areas which also
can"J:>enefit from student partic_ipation arid' we -hope student membe1·ship on these committees will not
.
be too long in coming'.
WE FEEL THAT there are
many students interested in quaµ- fied· for membership in .the new
openings on tµe Uni}lersity .committees. And we feel""that the appointed students will take their re.'
sponsibility seriously.
Pres. 'Allen indicated his faith
in students · by his approval of the
increased student ro.le on committees.

But Pres. Allen did not take students into consideration in the
methpdology of his announcement
of the new committee posts. The
announcement came as a sur'p rtse
to .Student Government Pres. Scott
Barnett and the SG legislators.
Barnett was informed of Allen's
deci:;ion the day the announcement
was released to the press.
ALLEN APPARENTLY completely ignored the role of students
in seeking to ,obtain more student
memberships . on committee. It
seemed almost as if he were trying
to say, "Look at what I have done
for the students of USF."
The beneficial effects of his decision cannot be . underestimated,
but his methodology created rbad
feelings in the Student Government: as well as 'witl) other students.
.As Frank Winkles points out in
the Mticle on page 5, the Se¾ has
been working ·on increasing student membership on committees
for over a year now. In fact, the
'SG passed a resolution with their1suggested increases on Oct. 14.
. THE SG IS NOT at all pleased
with the method Pres. Allen requires for appointment of students
to the committee posts either. He
re'quire~ at least ·two names to be
submitted for each position. Then
he chopses among all the names·
·
subniittecj..
We think this method should be
changed. Scott Barnett, with the
approval of the SG . legislature
should have to ma~e orily one nom- ination for each vacancy 'if that is
what they desire. · ·
If Allen questions the nomination of a certain individual, then
that case can ,be taken up with the
SG.
THE WAY ALLEN .nas it set up
now not only causes- a: lot of prob- ·
lehis for Barnett and, the SG, but is
· wasteful because ·t he rejected students cannot be used on other com-·
mittees the same quarter.
. Since Pres. Allen apparently
· seems now at least somewhat re~ ·
ceptive to student wishes, perhaps
he can come around on thif, point
,
too.
It will definitely be a positive
·
step if he does. ·. .

Curriculum Needs To Be Challenged
'

Sen. Steve Anderson's dramatic challenge of 20 new proposed 3-hour courses at last
week's Senate Council meet- ·
1ng sharply outlined one of the
points he has been working so
hard on in hfs' st11dy on needed revisions of the quarter
system.
Anderson . and his Committee for lnterna,l Development
feel that for the quarter sys:.
tern to function · properly,
most courses should be five
hours . .

,,,.

ANDEnSON LOST his chal-

lenge but he won a major victory. Students will now have
participatory rights, including
voting, on every curriculum-determining committee on
campus.
I

.

Present plans for student
representatives on these committee call ·for election of seniors in the discipline repres_ented.
IT'S GREAT THAT students
will now have some voice in
the matter of determining
their own curriculum. After
all, students are the ones who
·benefit (or suffer) , from various aspects of curriculum,
such as course content, number of hours and require.
ments. .
We hope that Anderson -and
his committee, as well as
other students, will continue
to challenge and work for improvements in the quarter
system and curriculum in
·
~ general.
We sure need them,

0&,l\..CL E
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Otha ., Av0ids DiSaster

But then an obstacle to any
meaningful talks of peace in Paris
appeared. The South Vietnamese
de facto government decided to
show that all the nasty things it
had done in the past, jailing of political enemies and newspaper censorhip, to name a few, may have
sincerely been the ideas of the
Thieu-Ky government and not the
United States.
And so South Vietnam declared
it would "never negotiate with the
Viet Cong," that it would not come
to Paris.
Last week South Vietnam came
to its senses, if just for that day,
· and declared, indeed, it would take
part in the negotiations to end its
war.
The negotiations that will now
take place will be far from brief
and even further from a settlement
in the Qeginning of 1969.

don't !mow what I can· do," will probably
The man who has chosen to work for
Because next week plans to be a busy
be an invalid one once Otha's program
satis-is
chaos
of
out
omething
s
_
sa1,1ing
like
I'd
Government,
Student
one for the
fied, by the enthusiasm shown his pro- gets into high gear.
to take time for what I think is. an imTRANSIENT STUDENTS
portant happening but not in the political ·. grams here at USF, only frustrated by
of the biggest problems, says
One
befar
itself,
Tampa
·
in
situation
"the
news.
Otha, is that "students are so transient."
·
hind."
I talked 'last week to the articulate
A lot of work that is now being done
STUDENT RESPONSE
Otha Favors on his Community Service
.
may have to be repeated."
stu,
the
by
offers
include
Responses
Program. He was chosen by the Student
permanent
a
create
to
plans
Otha
help
to
Business
of
College
the
in
dents
a
head
to
year
this
earlier
, Governin,ent
·committee to take over his timeNegro Tampa merchants.
drive initiated on this campus by the
KIND ·oF PEACE
consuming job in the .future to act as a:·
Some of the fraternities have offered
One-to-One Group '•and boosted by help l
The Nixon administration, de;
"clearing house, information and coordito staff recreational areas that are now
from the governor's office.
In ·Otha's words, a program to get closed because of no supervision person- nating center, so that we no longer tell pending upon whom it sends to
students what th ey can do, th en turn
University personnel active in solving nel.
Paris, will decide the kind of peace
them loose."
Many sorority girls are involved with
local poverty j>roblems was a must, bewe finally get in Vietnam. Whether
So the group that started as an atcause ·unless a · "massive effort was the project that initiated much of the in-that peac~ w.fll be 0 the sloppy Koto
adjust
made -to solve America's social problem terest, the Individual Intensive Tutorials tempt to help black students
,variety re,tn~"?,~ to be seen.
·,Jean
the
of
people_
involve
and
life,
Unlversity
•.
underpriviledg~
helping
- the Black-White conflict - the volatile Progr_~ (IT),
University irifte 1n'oblemi'of tlle._inner-;.~• But let us reme.,m ger that Nixon
·...,
youth in the inner-city. . : ,i~trhosphere 1 •. would ·soon.erupt." ·
_Some students want to .forrp a big city may turn into an important inn11- • was in th~ . same agministration
OTHA'S OBJECTIVES
ence towards reversing the present dis- · - that gave u·s .the' sciccalled Korean
·
.
.. · Eruiit_it has, even in Tampa, ·but that brother group.
:
peace.
astrous trend.
·
VISTA
focal
with
try
to
working
decided
are
Some
was b~fore Otha .Favors
Let us hope and hope fervently
TEACHER EVALUATION
- and do something about it.
volunteers in local rural areas.
· Nothing to Otha could be more imporAnd get ready for this: Students in that President Nixon will seek a
The opportunities are unlimit, ·
tant than the objectives of .his efforts, to ed, the only problem, says Otha, is get,_ _. the College of Liberal Arts, upper level, • settlement that will enable us to
will get the first crack af a teacher evaleduca~e whites about the nat11re of the ,. ting··people placed. He has the people to
uation at USF. A hectic Chuck Tonkin is end the war completely and not
black struggle in America, and to orga- assist him, and he will continue to work
leave thousands of American solto get the - 30 questions finished
rushing
to
corners
and
tape
red
the
cutting
in
nize an effort aimed at ending the condidiers there for unspecified deeevaluation
the
for
time
in
printed
and
involved.
get
to
easier
it
make
.
tions that have made that struggle necades.
·
. The excuse "I'd like to help, but I held today through Friday.
essary.

t

THE OTHER VOICE

USF Campus Dehumanizing
By DOUG GRIFFIN

Student Commentary

USF . is a nice place to visit, but I
wouldn't want to live there. After all,
who wants to walk five miles a day between classes? Come to think of it, why
.
are the buildings so far apart?
When the building plan for the Unjversity was chosen, the needs of its
members were sacrificed for the needs
ofits planner. · That is, the need of stustopping and letting people off or - dents and faculty to be able to easily
picking them up.
congregate was sacrificed for Pres. AlIt's the latter problem we're len's ·desire that the campus look good.
This campus was set up in a manner
concerned with right now. The·
preclude(! _the possibility of the d~that
road :between the Business ,Buildof a "community of schol- ·
velopment
ing and the Physical Education
being a nuisance, distance
Eeyond
ars."
Building in particular has gotten to is an obstacle in the way of the developbe a very unsafe place.
ment of any communal spirit.
FOR .. SOlUE .. REASON .. there .
DISTANCE IS one of the dehumanizseems to be a lot of people pulling
ing aspects of the ·physical set up of
over to the side of the road to pick
USF. The buildings are another. These
up people after class. And when huge, towering monsters dwarf the ,stuother · cars come whizzing around
dent as he approaches them. Now aware
the curve headed toward the Fowl- of his insignificance, the student seems
to 'be absorbed by the building a~ he ener Avenue exit, it's1 pretty hard
·
sometimes for drivers to avoid hit- ters it.
me of facremind
dorms
the
of
Some
ting one .of the "loading" vehicles.
buildings
the
all
important,
J.li'Iost
tories.
There have been accidents
style, maarchitectural
in
same
the
are
there. AndJhere will be more.
terial, texture, etc. They're all basically
A solution? A lot of people the same, just as we're supposed to be.
aren't going to like it because it
IF YOU'VE ever walked around cam-might cause them some inconvepus in the early morning, you !mow what
nience.
I'm talking about. Minus people this
WE THINK THE ONLY way to campus is one or the most desolate placalleviate the problem is to prohibit es I have ever seen.
any vehicle from stopping on the
The physical setup of this University
sides of the road there - from · m·akes pe9ple have . to work t.vice as
par.king, loading, unloading or hard to be human beings toward one another. The campus should be the place in
what have you.
where the opportunities to exAmerica
Signs will have to be erected
experiences are most
ideas
change
saying "No Parking and No Load- frequent. Yet, and
on this campus you have
ing At Any Time. "
to go out ' of your way to do this. More
These steps should be taken be- properly stated, you have to go out of
fore more accidents occur at this
the . University's way, both physically
and mentally.
bottleneck.

Traffic Hazard Deserves Attention
Ask anyone. 'It's dangerous -to
drive around on the USF campus.
There's lots_of f)roblems - people
driving round and round looking
for parking places, people ' speeding to that clc1,ss they're late for or
speeding home after class, people

OBSTACLES

After we hardy few do get together in
. THERE ARE other disturbing things
that ,keep you and I apart. The Universi- at UC, what do we do? We shout at
ty is divided into little clusters of build- each other over the roar of the jukebox
· whil!:! being careful not to put our elbows
ings.
on the dirty tables.
. I suppose it's training by example.
Compartmentalize everything. Stay in
OR WE CAN go outside on the patio
your own little clique. It's also very good
the tables and chairs haven't been
where
strategy. Keep those troublemakers
for three years.
painted
King
quoth
conquer,
and
Divide
apart.
It didn't used to be that way. You
John.

Communal Spirit On The Patio?

used to be able to· talk in the coffee shop,
and the tables were somewhat clean.
They used to paint tables and chairs on
the patio every year and the floor outside was scrubbed and waxed every few
,
weeks.
WHAT DO WE talk about when we
get toge'ther? We bitch about how far
we'll have to walk when they build the
new UC l)eyond the gymnasium.

I

THE ORACL~U.

OUR READERS .WRITE

Wildly: Due Process Followed
EDITOR:
I feel that it has become
' necessary to reply to your editorial "Another Blow For Due
' Process" so that both sides of
the story may be presented
and the record ' set ·straight.
First of all, there is no comparison of the case of Joe En.,gressia with that of Paul Wal:•1ace. Wallace's case was not
: ~sciplinary, but medical. ~
SECONDLY, since you did
; not check with me concerning
;, th·e circumstances of the case,
"I fail to see how you can so
: positively state that the "ad; rn1nistration has shown its in;: ability or unwillingness to
: h~ndle 'a student · disciplinary
: action with regard for correct
;.procedure, the s t u d e n t's
: rights and due process."
~ You have quoted from the
Student H1ndbook - " A student has the right to the following due p r o c e s s procedures: w r i t t e n· statement of his alleged violation"
(Fact - Engressia was read
the statement concerning his
alleged violation on Nov. 7,
with said statement · being
. handwritten on Nov. 6, and
told that it seemed as though
there was enough evidence
fo.r a discip).inary hearing. Engressia was given this letter
on Nov. 8 when .1e again met
·with me.)
"Counsel" (Fact - Engressia was advised that there
would be a disciplinary hear. ing or a hearing before the
Board of Discipline and Appeals. He was asked to notify
my office on Nov. 11 of his ·de,cision.)

choice of suspension or with- sages got to Engressia, Raydrawal. The -action taken was . mond King was asked to bring
put in a lett~r and given· to Engressia to my office for the
initial interview informing
him on Nov. 15.)
"APPEAL" (Fact - In the him of the pending discipliletter notifying Engressia of nazy action.
George Jenkins , R.I., Beta
the action taken, he was also
Hall, was asked on Nov. 13 to
notified that he could appeal
tell Engressia that his hearing
the decision to the Board of
Discipline and A p p e a l s was to be on Nov. 15. Since
through the Office of th~ Vice Engressia decided on Nov. 11
President for Student Affairs, to have an administrative
hearing, he had five days to
which he has done.)
To date, the case has not prepare a case and seek cotih.
been finalized but is awaiting sel.
AS WAS SHOWN earlier,
the hearing before the Board
of ·Discipline and Appeals. It the Student Handbook does
seems· quite apparent that due not call for a written notice of
process according to the Stu~ a hearing.
You make reference to the
dent Handbook was followed.
CIRCUMSTANCES w e re fact that Engressia has readquite different in this case ers, however, either they
since Engressia is blind. In failed to ~ead to him or you
order to be sure that the mes- failed to read the letters be-

EDITOR:
On , Nov. 20 the USF string
quartet performed. The first
half featured a piece by Randall Thompson. I am not famiJ.
iar with Thompson lmt I assume he has more musical ingenuity than to compose an
entire quartet on a mezzoforte dyn_amic. Our quartet
gave very little in the way of
. dynamics.
The prime bane of every
chamber group is the absence
of any rapport among its
members. In the recital there
was an occasional ,sympathy,
but on the ·whole, 'the effect
was indicative of too few re"HEARING before student hearsals.
and faculty" (Fact - On Nov.
PASSAGES WERE · garbled
11, Engressia was told verbal' ly the difference between sus- and phrasing was not homogepension and withdrawing, the neous. Not only was the
former being made a part of phrasing varied among parts,
his permanent record, the lat- but also, the musicianship
: ter not. :He was not given the faired none too well. I was

very disappointed to say the
least.
In the past the quartet has
done considerably · well. The
addition of Dr. M11x Kaplan as
second violin last year created an excellent effect. I have
hear:d the quartet perform
when they have roused the
whole audience to ecstasy.
The grossest disapp<lintmem
of the ·evening was the little

cello solo. Miss Enix seemed the young bassoonist and Dr.
unfamiliar with . the notes Preodor saved the sec;:ind half
since most of them were ei- of the concert.
ther over-reached or underThis ' review seems quite
reached. This was the culmi- critical. In a way it is; in a
nation of ironies at which way it is not. My only argupoint I began to chuckle. For ment is that the quartet
this, I owe the quartet an apo- · should rehearse twice as
logy.
much as it obviously did:

EUBANKS, WATKINS and
Jennings did all right, but - I
must say that the virtuosity .of

BETSY BELL HAMLIN

Chairman
UC Music Committee ·

.Students Praised For Helping The United Fund
EDITOR: ..,.
Two students, Mike Stewart
and Mike Johnson, did _a n
outstanding job in collecting
over $300 from students and
student groups for the oncampus drive of the Tampa
United Fund . .
They did so entirely independent of the faculty .and

staff effort and with virtually
no help f.rom the campus
drive personnel.

THEIR EFFORTS, and the
substantial pledges from the
Interfraternity Cou_ncil, SAE's
and TEP 's were commendable.
Overall, the University exceeded its quota by about- 10

per cent. The student share ·
was equally good.
.
As campus chairman, I
thank the two Mikes, the
three organizations and all
contributing students for their
participation.

1968-5

·$ G Brought Abou t
New Student Posts

fore writing your editorial or
ED.'S NOTE: In reference
you would have seen that he to Dean Wildy's allegation
was advised in w riting of his that The
Oracle did not check
charges, of the action taken,
with
him
concerning the cirand the way to appeal the decumstances
of the case, Leslie
cision.
In closing, I should like to Taylor, editorial editor, talked
By LESLIE TAYLOR
suggest that the O::acle do a with both Wildy and Dr. HerEditorial Editor __
series of articles · on disciplibert Wunderlich, by telephone
nary procedures and "due
See Editorial, p. 4
process." I feel the -entire stu- on Friday, Nov. 22 concerning
dent body should be informed details of 1he case.
Pres. John Allen stole some
so that if we, the administraMiss Taylor says that in her
tors, do not afford "due pro- · conversation with Wildy, be thunder from the Student
cess" to the student, then we would not confirm or deny Government last week when
should be challenged on pro- that Engressia received no he made his surprise ·anletters ·concerning the case nouncement of the increased
cedure.
It is my contention the until Nov. 15, Wildy said be student appointment on Unicharges made in your editori- was "confused about the versity committees.
· Although Student Governal were based on false dates." He also said it was
assumption and misunder- not unusual to predate letters ·ment officers and legislators
standing of "due process."
to students al/-d that Eng- are pleased with Allen's deci,
CHARLES WILDY ressia was. a "special case" sion, they are generally a bit
disgruntled with the way he
Dean of Men because he was blind.)
went about announcing it.

String Quartet Need s Practice

of South Florida, December 4,

SG Vice-President Frank
Winkles said Monday he felt

Allen was "discourteous" to
the SG in making the announcement to the press the
same day he notified SG.
"The SG has been working
on increasing student representation on University committees for over a year," said
Winkles.
Winkles said the Inten:ial
Affairs Committee of the SG
began working on the project
over a year ago under its then
chairman, Arthur Roberts.
Under its present chairman,
Roger Coe, the committee received approval of a· resolution from the SG Oct. 14 mak-'
ing the recommendations for
increased student representa-

tion on committees. (The
chart below shows a comparison of the previous student
representation, the SG's proposed representation and that
approved by Pres. Allen last
week.)
Winkles also takes issue
with Allen's method of appointing committee members.
"He requires the President ot
the SG to submit at least two
names for each position. This
means that a lot of student
talent gets wasted because
those rejected -for a commit- .
tee could be serving on another committee if this nomina•
tion procedure did not have to
be followed."

***
Student Posts Increase
.COMMITTEE
Athletic Council
Student Affairs
Calendar
Traffic
Event~ And Lectures
Financial Aids
Space
Schedules _
Instructiona\ Services
Iristruction I
Golf
Facilities and Planning
Equipment Accountability
. Cooperative Education
International Studies

PREVIOUS
1
4
0
2
1
2
1
0
2
5
2

1
0
0
0

SG RECOMMENDATION
5
9
5
4
6

4

none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none

made
made
made
made
made
made
made
made
made

APPROVED
5
6
3.
3
4
4
2.

2
4
5
5
3
2
4
4

WILLIAM S. CHAMBERS JR.
Dean
University Relations
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.Vitale, lewis Capture MVP Awards
I

ORACLE SPORTS EDITOR

'Super' Phil
Looking back for a moment at the completed
soccer season, I think the final surge can be told in
two words - Phil Vitale.
Phil, now a sophomore, finished his best season
for the powerful Brahmans who may soon be called
the Notre Dame of collegiate \soccer after rolling to
a 9-2-1 mark and 4.67 goals per contest.
The young inside left (learned far:is never add
forward to that title) romped to 17 of 'those scores
and managed to help on two others. The goals easily
topped Tim McEvoy's 1966 total.
BUT THE STORY actually hasn't been all roses
for .the intelligent hooter. Coach Dan Holcomb
asked all starters to return in good shape to increase chances for an NCAA bid.
Phil wasn't in his top physical form when returning and you could tell it )n early practice sessions.
He seemed sluggish and didn't have the sharp moves
when the Brahmans opened against Florida Presbyterian.
Trainer Tony Jonaitis watched closely from the
sidelines as Vital& struggled to play the entire 88
minutes. It was a partial victory for Phil because he
knew .he could make it with a little extra work. And
he did.
THE 1967 ALL-STATER started to score with
ease. He'd been the top scorer in 1967 and was
eyeing a· repeat. He didn't know it meant a record.
"It was awful for the first few games. I was
barely able to make it through the game, and
couldn't even think about any special moves to free
myself from opponents. I'll be ready next year.''

Problems Early
South Florida stood 2-2-1 early and it looked like
tro.uble for another state crown. St. Louis had
stopped the Brahmans. Quincy at time threatened
to run away, although winning only 4-1. Miami had
~pset the defending champs with a 1-1 tie. Holcomb
:was uneasy.
Some figure the breaking point was the first
game of a home stand with St. Petersburg. I think it
· was the MacDill romp. Everyone seemed to score in
that one, and for the first time this year, the eleven
starters and half-dozen or so reserves seemed to
pull together for a :real effort.
IT WAS ;EASY after-that. 'I'.he Brahmans GOast-

ed past their firial four· opJlonents' for ahother -unde--feated season in the state and a good, if not great,
.
9-2-1.
,;We were unhappy about the way the tournament chances came ,out," Vitale said. "But maybe
. next year."
It could very well happen next time if the Brah'.mans all report iq as good shape as No. 9 does.

Brahman MVP's
lsts

• I

•

-

I

Yo.u'd never know it to took at it, but
that's a Volkswagen without a clutch pedal.
What it does have is somethin g called
on · automatic ;tick shift. "Automatic" because you can drive it up to 55 mph without
shifting at all. "Stick shift"·because you shift
it when y0u go over 55. Once.
. And that's just to help you save gas. !In
keeping with · a grand old Volkswagen
tradition.I
As a matte_r of fact, this Volkswagen·still.
gives you 25 miles to the gallon. It still takes
only an occasional can of oil. And it still
won't go near water or antifreeze.
If it were anything but a Volkswagen;
you'c:l pr,obably paydea·rty for all this luxury.
lnsteod, a Volkswagen with an automatic
stick shift costs a mere$) 8 84 *. '
· All of which reinforces what we've been·
·
saying for 20 years.
, Looks aren't everything.

11333 NORTH FLORIDA AVE.
TAMPA
.

,
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-SUGGESTED RETAIL PRICE EAST COAST P.O.E., LOCAL
TAXES AND OTHER DEALER DELIVERY CHARGES, IF ANY,
.ADDITIONAL WHITEWALLS OPTIONAL. AT EXTRA COST.
t:

2

2
0
0
4
0.
0

2nds
2
1
1
0
0
3
1

3rds
0
1
2
1
0
I
1
3

Total
16
14
5
1
20
10
6

Holcomb. Picks Toughest
For .1969 NCAA Slate
By JEFF SMITH
Sports Editor

B-rahmans
Finish 9-2-1

Coach Dan Holcomb was obviously
disappointed with the just completed
soccer season and is already planning
the way to·the National Collegiate Athletic Association Championships for
next year.
"We won't count- any state club
games as regular season contests," the
Brahman boss said. "Only strong NCAA
and NAIA ~ames will go on our record."
THAT COULD mean the Brahmans
won't be able to claim a fourth consecutive state title since those games would
only be -considered practice encounters.
Holcomb said that most of the state teams
didn't want to play USF because "we give
scholarships to many of our starters and they
don't."
Several teams dropped South Florida from
their schedule last year. They included Rollins,
Stetson,
Jacksonville, Florida Stataand
•
-·
-. t
"IT DOES US no good to count games with
Saint Leo and Florida Presbyterian since the ·
NCAA won't recognize them when selecting

USF 5, Fla. Presbyterian
I
USF I, Miami 1
USF 1, St. Louis 3
USF 6, Fla. Southern 1
USF 1, Quincy 4
USF 1, Meremac 0
USF 6, St. Petersburg 2
USF 17, MacDill 0
USF 4, Miami l
USF 5, Embry-Riddle 2
USF 4, St. Leo 0
USF 5, Florida 0

tournament teams," Holcomb commented.
He hopes to schedule West Virginia, North
Carolina, Akron, Quincy, Duke, St. Louis, and
one or two others next year. St. Louis is defi' nitely on the 1969 list and will play here. The
Billikens drew the largest crowd for a USF
sports event in 1967 when the Brahmans
nipped them 1-0. Nearly 2,000 saw that battle.
Holcomb said he didn't know how the state
teams would be worked into a practice schedule. Sources close to the administration say
another sports policy change is possible but
there has been little evidence of that this quarter.

Running eight miles a day
paid well for Del Lewis, a
transfer student from Lake
City Junior College. He endured the rugged training to
lead the Brahmans to their
first · winning cross country
season at 5-2 and was named
the team MVP this week.
The Jacksonville Beach junior set the University course
LEWIS SAID the team
record in 20 :54 for the, four- probably would have finished
mile sand trek, but Florida stronger if it had had more
State's Ken Misner · topped depth. The Brahmans faltered
that by eight. seconds in the in mid-season after , Bart
State Meet here two weeks Smith was forced to enter a
ago.
· Boston hospital.
"You can't win a meet \vith
Lewis was undefeated during his two years at Lgke only five men," Lewis said.
City, but the team didn't fare "When we lost Bart, we had
as well. Many times Lewis no runners to pick up the
topped his teammates by slack. A team needs good remore than a minute, and that serves to win."
A strong race was expected
time spread caused the squad
defeat m~re often than victo- between Lewis and Misner in,
ry.
the state rrleet, but a leg injury forced Lewis to run a conHIS BEST TIME there was trolled race and finish sixth.
19:50. But Lewis doesn't think He led Misner the first mile.
the two courses are comparaTHE BRAHMAN had a spe- '
ble.
"Our course in junior col- cial motive for winning in the
lege was grass and the USF Florida meet.

Open Holidays
South Florida's golf course
will open to the public Dec. 14
and remain open to anyone
until Jan. 5. The course will
' be closed Christmas Day.
Golf pro Wes Berner said
the course is open only to students, staff, faculty and their
guests during the regular University ' year. However, the
course is always open to the
' public at other times.

Phone

872-8444·

WEDDING RINGS
From 5995
Pierce Jewelry

6720 Florida Ave.

Ph. 238-1987

1708 so.
DALE
-MABRY

Nat King Cole
Ferrante & Teicher
Johnny Mann Singers

AUTO STEREO

JACK F. NEWKIRK
If you're · a•college senior or grad-

JACK F. NEWKIRK
Suite 206
Mariner Building'

TAPE

TOWN

· Meet the man
with the
College
Senior
Plan

ate student, Protective Life's College.
:Representative has a unique· life
insurance-savings program designed
especi_ally, for you. The College
Senior Plan, . which offers special.
benefits at preferred rates, comes to
you from one of the nation's leading insurance companies. It covers
you in the event of accidental death
or disability, provides full aviation
coverage, and does much, much
more. There is no war exclusion
clause, and your policy is completely paid up at normal retirement age. Also, premium deposits
may be deferreg. until yout earnings increase. Soµnd like a plan
worth investigating? It is. Contact
a Protective •Life College Re_pre•
sentative f(?r full information.

"LARGEST SELECTION OF TAPES IN TAMPA"
OPEN
Mon., Thurs., & Fri. 9 9
Tues., Wed. & Sat. 9 to 6

spots. Viale nailed two seconds while Gaffney had a
second and a third.
'Pete Tumminia was named on three ballots, receiving one second and ·two thirds for five points.
Jerry Zagarri was listed third on one ballot.
VITALE SCORED A record 17 goals this year and
added two assists to hand the soccer Brahmans their
third straight state championship. He topped Tim
McEvoy's 14 goals of 1966.
Gaffney set the assist mark with 12 and fired 10
goals to eclipse two marks. His 22 points tops McEvoy's 1966 total and the assists are three more than
Denny Meyer had in 1966.
Tumminia, who plays outside left, had his best individual year since joining the Brahmans three years
ago. He racked up nine scores and assisted on eight
,
others.
PROBABLY THE BIGGEST factor in South Florida's early slump was its lack of scoring. Zagarri was
shutout in the first several games. He added six in the
MacDill romp and ended with 12.
Lewis paced the runners , in nearly every meet
after Crank had been the top man in 1967. Crank
pr.essed the Lake City junior late in the campaign, but
couldn't overcome him in the polling. Paris was third
because of his steady performance all season.

Brahman Course

Hundreds of Favorites sung by your
Favorite Artists

Ray Coniff
Glen Campell
Dean Martin

TUMMINIA
... best year.

HEP Needs
Male Tutors

The High School Equivalency Program in the University
Apartments is accepting ap"The Gator coach didn't plications for male tutor counthink I was good enough to selors. In return for their porate a scholarship before the · sition, they will be provided
season. I really wanted to with . room and board and a
beat them."
student meal card.
He finished a half-minute
Applicants should be of junahead of the top Florida man.
IDS RUNNING might not ior status or above and it is
be limited until the team recommended that they have
opens ·practice again next
year. Lewis plans to compete a Grade Point Ratio of 2.5 or
in a steeple chase sponsored 'b etter. Application forms may
by the Orange Bowl Track be picked up in University
Club Jan. l.
Apartment 9.
That would be USF's first
bowl appearance.

course is sandy. I think South
Florida's is the toughest in
the state because the times
are always higher."
His preparation this year
led him to two first-place finishes. Lewis, who led the
Brahmans in all competition
except two contests, wr,s No. 1
in The Florida meet and the
match with Saint Leo and
Miami-Dade.

GAFFNEY
• . . close second.

IT'S IRONIC that the Brahmans didn't receive a bid to the Championships this year.
They appeared a cinch to go last year if they'd
been an NCAA member after beating St.
Louis, North Carolina and Duke.
Recruiting has started in the St. Louis area
again this year and Holcomb says he has some
good players considering South Florida.
If Holcomb does decide to go all NCAA and
NAIA in his schedule next year, it would most
certainly insure larger crowds gnd more notice
from the selecting committee.
And maybe South Florida's first national
bid.

Rough Training Helps
Lewis To Best Year

to

BIRDSO~G MOTORS, INC.

Phil Vitale
Don Gaffney
Pete Tumminia
Jerry Zagarri
Del Lewis
Don Crank
Frank Paris

LEWIS
••• easy winner .

VITALE
• . • soccer MVP.

By JOHN JOLINSKI 1
Sports Writer

· We didn't rnake it any easier to look at. ·
· Just edsier to drive.

LEWIS COLLEGrED all four first-place votes to
easily win the award in cross country, but Vitale
wasn't the winner in soccer until the last ballot. He
nudged Dan Gaffney by two points. ·
~e Oracle Sports Department sponsored the contest last week. Each voter had a first, second, and
third-place vote in each sport. Points were given on a
5-3-1 scale.
Only three runners were named on the cross country ballots. Lewis gathered a perfect 20 points while
Don Crank nabbed 10 and Frank Paris, six.
SMITH SAID THE injury to Bart Smith earlier
this year may have affected the decision. "He probably would have received several votes had he not been
forced to undergo medical h·eatment after only two
meets."
Vitale and Gaffney each received two first-place
votes, but the difference occurred in the other two

Soccer forward Phil Vitale and cross country
speedster Del Lewis have been named the first Brahman "Most Valuable Players" by four campus sportswriters and sportscasters.
Those voting were Bob Clark, sports director for
WTAN Radio in Clearwater and news director and
sportscaster for WUSF-TV and Radio ; Mike Storms,
sports director for WUSF-TV and Radio; John Jolinski, sportswriter for The Oracle and The Tampa Tribune; and Jeff Smith, sports editor of The Oracle and a
c;portswriter for The Tampa Times.

5415 Mar iner Street

Tampa, Florid.a 33609
Tel: 877-8391

PROTEGI'IVE LIFE•
4115 HlNDERSOM
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BUILDING FOR SECUR/1Y SINCE 1901

Colts, Raiders Set For Super Clash
league championship. But San Diego is only. a game
back in the West.
0. J . Simpson is still shaking after Philadelphia's
shocking 12-0 victory over Detroit Thanksgiving Day.
The Eagles were leading in the " O. J. Championship," but the win makes the race a toss-up now. Buffalo has a shot at the USC star.
LAS VEGAS oddsmakers rate the Baltimore Colts
and the Oakland Raiders slight favorites to meet in the
third Super Clash in Miami J anuary.
Baltimore's defense has been tabbed the best in
both leagues this year ana' the Colts have responded
with three blank jobs and the lowest point total allowed.
John Unitas, one-time starting quarterback for
the Colts, has been shoved to the sidelines by ailments

By JEFF SMITH, Sports Edit.or
It's been a long season for the Green Bay Packers.
The Pack, under new coach Phil Bengtson, figured to win another Central Division championship
and move on to the · NFL title game against either
Dallas or Cleveland.
But things haven't gone the way of The Pack.
GREEN BAY STRUGGLED through a six-game
exhibition slate · and won its regular season opener
handily. Then the Packers went into a slide and carried a 3-5-1 mark ·atter nine battles.
Hardly a championship record.
But, as weird as the Central Division is, that only
left Green Bay a few steps away from the Minnesota
Vikings who stood 5-4.
BENGSTON'S CLUB drove to a pair of victories
before losing a tough one last Sunday to the San Francisco Forty-Niners, 27-20. That put Green Bay a halfgame behind the Vikes with two games to go.
Baltimore and Los Angeles have led in the Coastal Division all season and the winner is expected to
face the AFL champ in the Super Bowl. Baltimore,
11-1, meets the Packers this Saturday in Green Bay,
and a loss for either team would almost eliminate it
from a title chance.
Los Angeles, 10-1-1, faces the Chicago Bears who
now are tied for the Central lead at 6-6. The Rams
will be looking ahead to next week's game with the
Colts which should dec,ide the Coastal crown.
DALLAS CLINCHED the Capitol championship
last week when the Browns crushed the New York
Giants. The Cowboys will probably meet Cleveland in
the Eastern Conference playoff later this month.
Joe Namath and the New York Jets wrapped up
the AFL's Eastern title early and figure to face either
the Oakland Raiders or Kansas City Chiefs for the

Gaffney
Vitale
Tumminia
Zagarri
Belford
Holt
Santos
Puerto
Seifert
Total'

Assists
12

10
17

USF Physical Education Building
South Florida's recreational and intramural sports faciilties among state's best.

4

2
1
0
1
56

0
33

19
17
15
6
4

3
2

1
89

BE WITH THE IN CROWD
DO YOUR SHOPPING AT THE

SANDAL SHOP
--- = ;101f'.'S.' 'DALE"l\f1tSRY -1

VOLKSWAGEN
SERVICE
Special Bus for USF
SERVICE CUSTOMERS
LEAVESforUSF
Administration Bldg. at
8:15 A.M.
Return Trip 4:30 P.M.
by appointment 935-1126

BIRDSONG MOTORS

~
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Eastern Conference - New York, Houston,
Miami, Boston, Buffalo.
Western Conference - Oakland, Kansas City, San
Diego, Denver, Cincinnati.
ACTUALLY, THE only tight races left are in the
Central Division, Coastal Division, and the AFL's
Western Conference.
The battles expected to decide these titles are
coming up this week and next. Green Bay faces Baltimore and Chicago; Minnesota meets tough San Francisco; Chicago plays Los Angeles and the Packers.
Baltimore and the Rams have tough opponents
this week and meet in the key game the following
Sunday.
·
,

Coach Dan Holcomb's soccer team has won 17 straight
games at home. The Brahmam; have not lost a USF
contest since 1965, which was
its first season. South Florida's total record stands 35-8-2.

Injuries ,Mar Successful
Cross Country Campaign

Points
22

2
8·
3
2
2
2
2

9
12

ill»:,;-:·

South Florida
Booters Streak
In Home Tilts

Final Brahman
Soccer Stats
Goals

and. the hot hand of Earl· Morrall. Unitas only played
extensively in the loss to Cleveland. He completed
just one of 12 tosses with three interceptions in that
.I
•
mee t mg.
HERE'S THE WAY things should wind up in the
two leagues.
First in the NFL-Eastern Conference, Century Division - Cleveland, St. Louis, New Orleans, Pittsburgh.
Capitol Division - Dallas, New York, Washington, Philadelphia.
Western Conferepce, Central Division - Minnesota, Green Bay, Chicago, Detroit.
Coastal Division - Baltimore, Los Angeles, San
Francisco, Atlanta.
Now, the AFL.

By JOHN JOLINSKI
Sports Writer

South Florida's cross
country team, despite injuries to top runners, fin_ished its finest campaign
this year.
The Brahmans launched
their first winning season
with a 5-2 record, and at
one time were undefeated. Injuries, which haunted South Florida runners
the past two campaigns,
marred the brilliant season.
Del Lewis was USF's most
valuable runner as he helped
pace the Brahmans to their
best season. Lewis won two
meets overall and headed
South Florida warriors in all
meets but two.
PERHAPS THE Brahmans'
greatest cross country victory
was the 27-28 one over Florida
State, . last year's defending
cross country champion.
After the Florida State meet
and a successful showing
against some of the Southern
powers in the Calloway Invitational at Pine Mountain,
Ga., there was talk from
Coach Gil Hertz and his squad
of an undefeated season and a
possible state championship.

Then Bart Smith, the
team's No. 2 runner behind
Lewis, was stricken with ,a
stomach virus and was forced
to drop out of school. Dave
Castricone and Kevin Howell
also left the team, leaving
Hertz with only five healthy
runners.

\\

$22,88 with Student ID

Fashion Fabrics
by Millikan-100%
Wool - Finest Quality
Available in 10 colors

Florida. They finished third in
the State Meet at USF.

"I was satisfied with the
+
team's showing this year,"
BAGS
Hertz said. "I know they were
a little disappointed that they
SMOCKS & PANTY HOSE
didn't do better in the State
Meet, but they will just have
to work harder and look for"IT'S PRETTf hard to win ; ward to next year."
a meet with only five men to - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - compete and no depth to back
them up," Hertz said. "Losing
Smith was extremely costly
because with Lewis, Don
Crank, and Frank Paris, he
gave us a winning combination."
After losing Smith, Castricone and Howell, the Brahmans dropped their last two
meets to Florida State and

HERTZ
. .. good season.

1

Playoffs
Fontana's Al l-S t a r s go
against the best from - Beta
today at 7 :3\l p.m. on the
lighted intramural field in the
first game of the Resident
Hall All-Star Championship.
Today's winner seeks the
title Thursday at 7 :30 p.m.
against Alpha. A trophy presentation to the champi_onship
team follows that contest.

~ ~---·· : . .

l<

..~-··

.

:/:"
;

·'h\:.) .:

ROSTERS
ALP·HA ALL-STARS

Rick Allen
Bux Anderson
Re:I Brown
Jim Lyons
Harry Seifert
Mike Saine
Edd ie Carpenter
Bret Butler
Jay Diederich
Sandy Nettles
Dave Logerdike
Wally Finney
Dave Waters
Stu Cannes
Dave Taylor
Scott White
Jim Drummond
Vince Laverghetta

USFSTUDENTS

.

EARN BASIC PHYSICAL EDUCATION CREDIT
T1:1.esday-Thursday Mornings
or
w_ednesday Afternoons

Offering: Beginning and Advance Education
Balance Seat (Forward Seat)
Price: $45 per 10 sessions I person: 1 horse
$25 per 10 sessions 2 persons/horse- (recommended)

CONTACT INTERMURAL DESK- P.HYSICAL EDUCATION BLDG.
OR CALL

TAMPA ·oowNS EQUSTRIAN CENTER

AT

Flying Bar ZRanch & Resort
or contact Jack Kimbell 949-5132
t

I

Special
Student
Boarding Rate for
Horses $35/month
all inclusive except
veternary & farriar
scientific rations.

I

•AMPEX MICRO, B5
STEREO CASSETTE
TAPE PLAYER/RECORDER
• It's an A:mpex stereo tape player. ·
• It's an Ampex stereo tape recorder,

BETA ALL-STARS
Bob Jopatin
Steve Ricker
Ed Upthegrove
Dennis Gunther
Len Koutney
Carlos Hudson
Jerry Starling
Frank Pipa
Bruce Wells
Jerry Thompson
Doryl Schuttz
Dennis Lane
Tom Hutchins
J ohn Larson
Richard Powell
Cra ig Hill
Wayne Hardin
Steve lnn uzio
FONTANA ALL-STARS
Jim Loveletl
Pete Boyd
Dave Carter
Erick Soderholm
M ike Weicherding
Ton Slentz
Bo Massolio
Chuck Hawthorne
Ken Frisby
Bill Robinson
Tim Lawless
Tony Nal drett
Hugh Lee
Larry Beety
Tod Grosscope
Al Vida ud
Tom Morton

Ron Moisuk

• Snap in Casselle tape, plays up lo
1½ hours of stereo music.

18995
COMPLETE WITH MATCHING
SPEAKERS AND TWIN MICROPHONES

This total sound system by AMPEX plays and recordsin mono or stereo-up to 90 minutes. Cassette tapes
pop in, pop out with no tape threading ever! Full stereo
performance-yet so compact it easily fits a bookcase
or table top. Solid State. Has dynamic, omni-direction.
microphones, recording and playback volume and'
balance controls.

OPEN
SATURDAY
'TIL 5:30

1538 so.
DALE ft\ABRY TAMPA

p.m.

OPEN 10 A.M.-9 P.M. WEEKDAYS

'I-
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SEN. STEVE. ANDERSON
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Seniors and
Graduate Students

'I Can't Sit Still For· Long'
By JOHN GUGGENHEIM

Staff Writer ·

1

STEVE ANDnsoN
• • . wants c,a11ge

Not many quiet, 21-year-old
student senators can turn a
university upside down.
Steve Anderson, - 3 CBS,
heads a three-man subcommittee which is studying the
quarter system along with a
nine-man committee of the
Board of Regents Commission
for Internal Development.

ANDERSON, IN connection
•with his quarter system
study, went before the University Senate last week in effort
to change some existing
three-liour courses .to five ·
hour courses. Anderson. said~
"After all' the work we have
I
.
•
done ·on the quartet system, I
sion of a teacher training pro- had determined' that three
gram and is taught by USF hour courses are really bad.
students working on their These coures wor~ to the detmaster's degrees_

Gifted Children
Study At USF ·
-

.

-

J.

Gifted children. Five of
them, all ,in fme family a.IJd
each one witJt/ an IQ over 130.
How should t8eir education be
supplementei?

THE OBJECT of the classes
is "to expand the student horizontaJly;'' Dr. Dorothy Si~k,
director and coordinator tor
the Special Education Gifted
Child Program for the College
of Education said. That is, expand the student's knowledge
in all areas at his level.
The children study art,
science, math, Sp a·n f·s h,
French; the hurnanities and
. creative Wl'iting. \
Activities r~nge. from seminaijs · in ho~es of local .artists
· to listening to a visiting jour-·
nalfst as guest speaker.
The children are tested by
•the Stanford-Binet and divided
into groups according to IQ
score. Each quarter a new
secti,on begins. Each Septem•
~-·
,·
.
berj the rotation begms all .
. over.

A family /n Suwanee County
has prec~ ly that problem.
They drivr,· to USF_each Saturday andfthe children attend
classes al1mg with other gifted
children i from Hillsborough ·
and PineJas counties.

"Gifte~" ' means ranging in
IQ from'jl20 to 170. Last year
there w,s a child enrolled
w~th an ~~ of 180.. 1 •
_'?~he.:py gram is a~ extenp

.

Continuing Ed
Mdna,ger Set
fJJr Sarasota
j

1

'

•

.

'

IBIS

ROTATION and ob~enter for Co_n?nuing E,du- srrvation allows a lo~g-term
~ation h~s established a full- iollow-up, according tQ Dr.
time office manager to more
isk.
_
,
·"The · teachers get to know
cl~~ely coordinate_ ✓ the Center s adult education courses / th hildr . thi
in·Sarasota County.
e c
en m ' ~ progra~.
The largest class 1s humam• Mrs. ~a Ho:,vell, five !ear ties with a:bout ~O c~l~I!- en~t~ ass1stan~ m Educatio~al rolled: The mam ·obJect. lS tt>
Resources, will be managef give the student the opportufor . the new Sarasota offi~Y· nity to get involved. We emHer ohice is located in r.;e phasize cream.ye thir$ing by

··-·

I

::~oi{i ;:79e~~:~ ~r a•
During -the Fall quarterl.the
· USF Center _.for Con~uing
Education · has· offered foven
cours~ at · three d.ilerent
locatjonsin·Sarasdta. /

.: : ; i ; ~: :t~~: ~spon.d ,'_:
During Uie ,summer _q uarter
the · group·_works with disadvantaged children. ' The proI gram has been · in effect two
"""Ql'S.

; ·.

riment of the student. The
great bulk of students want
five hour courses." ,
He said, "I went before the
group to ask them not to initiate three hour courses. The
faculty members saw the
light. I presented the facts to
them that .41 · per cent of the
courses offered in the catalogue are three-hour courses.
This is a 10 per cent increase

Disharoon · Tops
Library: Contest
.

'

over last year.
'.'The reason I went before
the group · is because I felt
that the greatest way to
change things is to stand up
and let people know.
"TWO VOTING students will
be on all university committees as a result of the
meeting. Along with this we
· were asked to withdraw our
challenges against the 20
courses we thought were
questionable because they
were not five-hour courses,
that we ·would make no more
blanket chall~ges ,and we
· could reserve ' the right to
challenge any specific courses. We proved our point and
we got the message across,"
Anderson said.
He continued, "we will no
longer stand still. Students
will have a big say in the curriculum. The fact that we
have two voting members on
all committees fs a big stride
in the area of student participation. This. is ~ definite advancement in this area and it
has been one of the main objectiv~s of student government over the past year."
Anderson said that the Regents Committee islsignificant
because it not only de.a ls with
the quarter calendar but the
whole philosophy of education.

Frank- T. Disharoon.may be·
The on-campus judge of the
heading towards a $1,000 prize Student' Library Contest was
after winning the Student Per- · H. Theodore Ryberg, newly
BE ADDED, "We h_a ve
sonal Library Contest held . appointed Dean of Instruction- found that the quarter system
Nov. 14 in the University Cen- , al ·Services.
is "a very pQtential vehicle ter Ballroom.
Paul . Camp won second but the way · that it is ad. Disharoon; a social studies prize in the judging. Third ministered is a great tragedy
education major, was auto- and fourth prize winners were · of education. It is a falsified
matically_entered in the Amy Alan Robert Jones and Lana trimester and_not a true quarLoveman National Award Con- Ma,rie Brown, respectively.
ter system.
test which carries the $1,000
"Many people ask me why I
top· prize. His winning collec- ' Prizes for these students in- get so. involved in the univertion, which will now be con- · cluded transistor r a d i o s, sity system. If I had to give a
sidered .:fur the national stereo records and ~t certifi- reason it would be·that I can't
award, is centered around his- cates. Paperback books· were sit still for long. If something
awarded to all entrants.
torical nonfiction.
needs to be done I havr to do
it. My · biggest weakness is
that I need ~ do things for
myself to make sure things
get done," said Anderson.
He continued, "My biggest
characteristic is a lack of
time because of my work. I
wish there was a 28 hour
day." Anderson goes to class
from 8 _to 12 in the morning,'
works four hqurs in the StuUSF regardless of his test dent Government Association,
By SHERI WINTON
scores or high school ·records; · and four hours in ehester FerStaff Writer
guson's law ·firm (Ferguson is
HE WILL be allowed to re. ·Digging ditches arld slinging main here for at least two chairman of the Board of Rehash mighi be all right for a years regardless of academic gents).
college part time jop; but as a performance and will 'be pro-·c
ANDERSON IS one of two
life time _occupation,' it doesn't vi_d~d housing and other finc!,Il• student senators on the senate
have much of a golden lining. cial assistaili;:e if ,needed,
. .council,. a member of Sigma

New Program
Olfers Chance

Thirty - five disadvantaged , Rem~al counseling and
high school . graduates wh!) other special ser.vices ; will •
might have found themselves . also be available. , '.' , .
face · to face with su~h ~ .dilemma, ~ow •;have hope for a
.better future, thanks to a ,new •
program co-proposed··oy Mar.?:
garet Fisher, dean of women,
add Edwin Martin, dean of
college
of •basic studies~
• 'r'
,
.
THE PROGRAM authorizes

35 faculty. me'm.bers, acting as
sponsors, to visit high s~hools ·
within 50 or 60 mil~ of
pus. - .

cam-

CWSP Jobs
Available:Now
At Placement

Nu Fraternity, chairman of
the SG constitutional revisions
committee, a member of the
nine man state-wide quarter
calendar system committee,
chairman of the SG Commission for Internal Development, Omicron Betta Kappa
honor fraternity, and received
the Outstanding Student Leg~
islator award for 1968.· ·
He and his wife, Bethel,
have a four-month-old daughter Kimberly LYD?. -

.

•

,

I

•

Ca~eer hu~t. with 90 of the finest companies
having operations located in the New Jersey/New
York metropolitan area. On December 26~27 at the
Marriott Motor Hotel; intersection of Garden State
Parkway andHoute,80, Saddle Brook, New Jersey.
For more details, including a listing of'spon..
soring companies, see your college placement '
director or write to the non-profit sponsor of the
second annual "Career-In": Industrial Relations
Association of Bergen County, P.O. Box 533,
Saddle Brook, New Jersey 07662.

l'~rid-then ~h~ said,'Wow,
whatS that after shave
yOu're Wearing?"'

We keep warning you to be careful ·how you u~e Hai Karate~After Shave and
. Cologne. We even put instructions on self-defense in every package. But
your bpst silk .t ies and shirts can sJill get torn to pieces. That's why you'll
want to wear our nearly indestructible Hai Karate
'
lounging Jacket when you wear Hai Karate Reg- .-----....,~-.e--n---,
ular o.r Oriental Li.me. Ju~t tell us your size (_s,ni,I)
~
and send one empty Hai Karate carton, with $4
(check or money order), for_each Hai Karate.
Loun~ing Jacket to: Hai· Karate, P.O. Box 41A,
~
•
Mount Vernon, N. Y. 10056. That way, if someone
gives you some Hai Karate, you can be a little
1
less careful how you use it.·
our H~i K;,;,; 10un9ina·J!11Ckit is
.
•

1

1]11

C

practically rip-proof. .
.

.

.

I .

Allow _
aweekdor tl1ll_v;.ry. Offer expirn April 1, 1969. If your favorite 1t11re is J•mporarily out of Hai Karate, keep asking.

,.'

·· E~ch sponsor will interview · :, ·Placement S~rvices announstude~ts and select on~,whom·
_·that good jobs are now
h~ thµiks .~oiµd-. be a · :Poten- available for the rest of.Quartial graduate ~f USF.-"
ter I and the Chirstmas holiUpon the recommendation ,days. These, jobs · have been
of the faculty member, ·the created under '.the College
student 'Yfil be admitted, to W o r k · . ·gs t ti"ify Program .
(CWSF) . .
: Any students· who can qualiEducation
.Materials
fy under CWSP is eligible for
.
.
a position.
-Are '·Due Dec. 10
Ari · students must be apStudents ·who have checked
proved
for work through' the
out materials from the InOffice
ot"
.Financial Aids in
structional Materials Genter
ADM
172
and
then report -to
J¥Ust return them by Dec. 10.
Stud~t
Pl?,ceinent
in ADM'
Grades will be held if materi105
~.work
assignment.
- als are not returned. Only materials from
the
Special
EduStudents
may
be
·ap.P._roved
.
cation Center . have a three for up to 15 hours of work .per
week check ol.11;.
· week.
• !
·7"'
·~

·ces

..

}

!or

.\

********"******
_)

F¢w industries offer college men and women more.
rewardiqg. growth careers tllan Florida's four electric
·
companies. Fast growth-and far out.
Frontier, of Stjence-: From computer-controlled dispatcbiJ:lg:systems ·t~ nuclear power generatdrs.
Frontier of Management: From electronic data ,processing to public relations and personnel
Frontier of Service: Security, welfare, and economy of
communities are bound to electric service.
Frontier of Opportunity: Demand for eiectricity in
Florida will double in ten years or less•
.EXPLORE Tim NEW FRONTIERS
• ••get in touch with th~ Personnel
Manager of any of these companies:
Florlda'a Electric Companies•••

Taxpaylng,Jnveitor-owned
FLORIDA POWER & L1GHT COMPANY ■ GULF POWEll COMPANY
TAMPA ELECTRIC COMPANY ■ - FLORIDA POWER CORPORATION

*************~**********

\

I

•

'KENTUCKY FRIED CHICK.EN
IS FOR SPECIAL'DAYS
Have yourself the merriest chicken
dinner any day of the week. It's '• .
ready to go with you in minutes.
COLONEL $ANDERS' RECIP&

Kutuekr, fried·Ckiefctll.
3905 E. BUSCH BLVD.
'(Opposite Busch Gardens)
HOURS

Mon. thi-u Thurs
Fri. thru Sun.

11 A.M.-8 P.M.
11 A.M.-.9 P.M.
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9805. THE ARAANGEMENT. By Eli• Kuan. The origin•!
cloth bound edition of the #I best HIier •bou! • -!iOII'(•
wood · writer, apparently successful but Sff!Otherr_ng rn hrs
marriage, sexual escapades, work and fr1endsh1ps.
,
Only $I.ft
Pub. at $6. 95.

6910: THI BIR OF THE PRlkT. Satire. and Irony in
Woodcuts, Engr•vings, Etc~ings & Lithogr_aphs. by Frank
& Dorothy Getlein. Illus. with over 2'10 ·prrnts. HandS<!me
survey of the relation of prints to society -from the t,me
of Durer through the works of Rembrandt, Callot, ':fo9arth,
Goya, Daumier, Rouault and others. to modern t,mes Jn- .
eluding an explanat_ion of the phy51c1I process of print
making. 7'/4 x 10½. Pub. at$12.50.
O.ly $3.95

8889 ANTIQUE FURNITURE FOR THE SMALLER .HOME. _By
p Philip Illus. with photos I, drawinqs. Ho:,, to h.efogn•~~-

stylu, ~ethods, mate!ial_s, perio~s, fak_es, '':, •R•~~i~~nc•
furniture from the M1dd1e AgH Gothic •n
$I
O111Y •00
to recent rura l. Oriq. Pub. at $2;50.

,.

•
• y • l
Ii R. Younq. Intro. by Hanson Baldwin. Over 300 pl•nas,
•ships, tanks, small a rms and artillery weapons are illustrated with thousands of little-known facts in this big pictoria l reco rd of armament of both "the Allied and Axis
iorces. 8¾ x II. Pub.~ at $10.00.
Only $4.95
8928. TRAVELERS" BOOK OF COLOR PHOTOGRAPHY. By
V. Philips & O. Thomas. MagnHicent book- every giant P•.',!•
in Rich, Full Color! The 400 Color Photos show the scemc:
treasures of IS countries includin9 U.S.A.1,Gruc:e, France,
Scandinavia, Great Brit ain. Packed with NaturaJ Wo_ndei:5, •
Ships, founta ins" bridges, people at work, and pray, ·efc.
·
Valua ble information a nd suggestions to improve your own , . ;
travel photos. 10'/, _x_13¼. Pub. at $20.00.
,Only $9.95 ' ·

II

9209. CONCISE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF DOG IREEDS. By it.
V. Ma sten. ·124 pages of photos with descriptions •nd
standards -for e very breed re coqniud by the- American
Kennel Club, o1lphabetically arran9ed. Orig. pub. at $3.95.

·

,

N-. c•IIII!~ ed. ~•trst.!)11

I
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A Lifetime Of Bend,

3:30 a. m. NUMBER

philip runnels

SpifJdle, Mutilate
. Fold · And Tear

--

r

•

By ERNIE GUT~RREZ

Staff Writ~r

I met USF's oldest student
yesterday. I had always taken
him for an old teacher or a
broken ironing board.
I was sitting in the lobby of
the library last night, watching the Mating Game, when I
noticed him huddling in a corner, sifting his f in g er s
through a pile of torn paper.
So I asked him what he did at
USF.
"WHAT DO YOU do at
USF?" I asked him.
"I'm waiting for a schedule
change," he answered.
"How long have you been
waiting?"

boiled thousands of them! Do
you hear? Thousands! I've
been to twenty-two universities in the fifty-eight years
trying to escape the curse of
the IBM Machine. They 'have
all sworn an oil vendetta
gainst me. All of them!"
"Well, they do have a point
there," I said.
"Oh, if you only knew how
I've tried to make up for it.
I've sent the machine dozens
of "Please forgive me, Sweetheart" cards, even flowers
and boxes of candy. The machine just made little patterns
of little hoies in all of it. It
was a mess, all that candy
and flowers with the little
holes in them."

Learnillg ·Lab Links
Lines With Language.

I

1

••

6

send the machine to my sister. But she's eighty now.
"I have to go. I have an appointment with Records in ten
minutes, with Placement at
three in the morning and with
the Business Building at one
tomorrow night. That machine gives me the strangest
appointments."

· "WHY DO YOU go to all
the appointments?"
"I'm afraid if I don't the
machine will make little holes
in me like it did with the
cards and candy and flowers .
It was a gory sight. You
couldn't imagine."
"I think I understand."

a

USF has
new language
lap. Learning Lab it's called!
And you can listen to tapes by
phone if you've got a
phone. And best of all, it's
centrally located near the
belly button of the Education
Building where the nearest
parking lot is the Business
Lot, three hundred miles
away.
(You can hear the tapes
play a hundred miles. A hundred miles, a hundred miles,
you can heard the tapes play,
a hundred miles.)
But, only if you call in,
which you'll do if you're
smart, will save you steps and
also convert your party line
members
to the linguistic
And so it appears the wasteland is becoming slowly planted
habit.
But
only
if you've got a
with mature V!'!getation. Next Sunday at 8 p.m. on 3, PBL will
again broadcast, "Hear Us, 0 Lord:" A report on the response party line.
USF students, stopped inof one God-fearing family in an all-white Chicago suburb troudiscriminately
on the campus,
•bled by a Federal school-busing order.
gave
these
views
on the new
If it's going to be a stay-at-homer this week, here are some
other free goodies on the phosphorus pit that :may be worth- laboratory facilities:
"I think it's a great innovawhile. On 3 •••
tion,
but it has its drawbacks.
"THEATRE AMERICA ~ A Celebration for William Jen-'
Like
last night ·r got the lannings Bryan" Friday at 9 . . . A portrait of one of the heroes of
American political folklore by the young American playwright, guage lab on a wrong numGeoffrey Bush, star.ring James Broderick with the Theatre ber and before I knew it I'd
made a date this Saturday
Company of Boston.
.
William Buckley's "Firing Line" Sunday at 6:30 ... "The with a CBS 311 tape.
"How do you tell your fraWashington Press" i.e., David Broder, Washington Post, David
ternity
brothers that you've
Kraslow, LA Tii:ries, and Marianne Means, Hearst papers,
got
a
date
with a CBS 211
heatedly discuss •t heir positions on a wide range of sub3ects.
tape?
I
imagine
she'll have a
Our own WUSF (Channel 16) will air "Air Pollution: Industry's Accomplishments" with Ed Logelin, VP of the 'U.S. Steel real magnetic personality, •
though."
Corporation Thursday at 7 :30 p.m.
Another student commentLEST YOU'VE FORGOTTEN, CBS Playhouse will have
its second snow of the '69 season Wednesday at 9 :30. "$aturday ed, "All this learning lab stuff
Adoption'' with Eric Laneuville and Rick Gates and depicts the is a .bunch of bunk. All we
interplay of relationships which flow from the decision of a have to do if want to learn a
white, upper,middle-class college student to become a tutor to bunch of different languages
is to start building a real high
a black youngster in grade school.
" Secret of Michelangelo: Every Man's Dream" will be tower.
"When it gets high enough
shown Thursday evening at 9 :30 on 10 .• • It's a news special
it'll
fall down and we'll all be
based on M's fresco in the Vatican's Sistine Chapel with diaspeaking a bunch of different
logue by Christopher Plummer and Joe Caldwell.
languages. It worked before ;
it'll work again. That is a
great American axiom.

IT WAS SUNDAY EVENING, DECEMBER 1, 1968. PBL Second Season had just finished its first broadcast, Arthur Barron's "Birth and Death." It was two hours long and it was opposite Ed ·Sullivan and the Smothers Brothers. And it was devastating. Bold. Graphic. And thought provoking to the point of
soul searching.
To the best of my; knowledge, "Birth" portrayed the birth
of a child for the first time on American public television. It
lead the audience through the trivia that make natural childbirth successful, the ration~tions necessary for the correct
attitude ·for parenthood, and the unbelievably mubdane 'but delightful humor that arises from wife-husband, kids-parents and
us-world relationships.
"DEATH" DID NOTHING more than show the cruel,
human aspect of death. Nothing more.. It was cold. And it was
real.

I

"Why, every time I get-high
enough, I fall down and speak
all sorts of languages."
An unofficial aide to California Governor Ronald Reagan,
reached by phone, denied
knowledge of USF's learning
lab, but maintained that the
governor would certainly take
steps if any tapes of Eldridge
Cleaver were being made
available.
The aide said that Ian. guage and learning facilities
have their places, just as uni-

versities do, but we must at
all costs avoid communication
with.radical elements.
When asked '.w hat he believed constituted these ·"radical elements". the aide replied
with copper, mercury and tin.
Gold is the only really stable
element. These radicals will
not crucify gold on a cross of
America. We must remember
where our inte:cests lie.
When asked the relevance
of this to USF Learning Lab,
the aide declined comment.

PBL Again Sunday

"NO ONE understands!
Besides, have you ever been
alone with the Business Building at one in the morning? ,
You never know what might
develop. Hotsy-totsy a n d
twenty-two skeedoo. Or is it
twenty-three schedules? I forget, but you know what I
mean, don't you?"
"I.think so."
"NO ONE knows what I
mean!" Slowly, he turned and
limped proudly out, head held
high, upper lip stiff. (~l of
him pretty stiff for that matter) .

DISTRIBUTORS OF
FOREIGN AUTOMOBILE PARTS
4218 N. FLORIDA AVE.

"THAT'S JUST terrible," I
"FIFTY-EIGHT years."
said.
"Gee, it hardly ever takes
that long."
"I've even thought about
"I know, but I committed sending it my sister."
the oneI unpardonable sin."
· "Well," I said, "if the ma. 1
IN SATIN
"LATE REGISTRATION? chine gives ,you such a hard
AND LACE . ••
Murder? Parking in the time, why d·on't you leave
school and get a job?"
By
wrong lot?"
"No. I .folded, bended and
"I'VE TRIED, but every
stapled' one of those IBM time the machine gives me
cards which say DO NOT lousy references."
FOLD, BEND OR STAPLE on
"That's ·t he saddest story
theni. In fact, I folded, bended
I've ever heard."
and stapled a whole bunch of
"All my friends have graduthem."
ated
and gone out in the world
1 (Clearly, he was becom~g
AS ms PROUD silhouette
to be successes. More than a
-excited.)
few have died of old age. vanished against the lights of
the coffee shop patio, I lfelt
"IN FACT I folded and While here I sit, after 58
utter
empathy and pity for
years of college, a 76-year-old
-him, feeling I must reach out
sophomore."
and help this fellow human
"HAVE YOU tried Medi- being.
care?"
Perhaps even . . . perhaps
"It's no use, the machines (and here I brought my ·right
are in charge there, too: I hand to my heart) .. • perThe •Curtis Hixon Convention Center has some biggies this
really thought for a long time haps I could ev.en get the SG week: The Tampa Ballet Theatre will present "The Nutcrackthat it might do some good to to intervene for him - with· er" tot a public performance Saturday evening at 8:15. Tickets
its vast and sweeping influ- are available at Belk-Lindsey of Britton, Sears, the Academy of
ence not only within the uni.:- Holy Names, the Jewish Community Theatrer .the Frank Rey
Kiva Caroling Coming versity, but also within the Dance Theatre and the CH box office.
·College of Education faculty city, state, nation and uniESTHER GLAZER will be the guest artist with
FREE GIFT
·' and student education council verse, not to · mention the the VIOLINIST
Floritla Gulf Coast Symphony Orchestra Thursday, Friday
WRAPPIN~
are sponsoring a Christmas mind of God. (And here a tear and Saturday evenings, under the direction of her husband,
carol sing-in today from 2 to 4 came to my eye._)
conductor Irwin Hoffman. Concerts Thursday and Friday will
Forty USF engineering stup.m. in the Kiva.
Then · I · noticed again the _- be in McKay Auditorium while· Saturday's concert will be in St. dents traveled . across , the
~ ·James- ·McGi:ae's, assistant
small pile of torn paper. Put- Pete's Bayfront Center.
state Nov. 14 for an inspection
professor of music education, ting some of the larger pieces
The--duo-piano·team·of Arthur Gold and=Robert Fizdale will ·· ·tour of"Cape Kennedy.' ·
Madrigal Singers will present together, I managed. to form be presented in a concert at McKay Auditorium Saturday eveSouth Florida's Structural
a short program followed by the ·words DO NOT FOLD, ning at 8:15.
Materials and Fluids Depart-group caroling and refresh- 1 BEND OR STAPLE.
FLORIDIA PRESBYTERIAN College also will present a ment sponsored the tour
ments.
Some people never learn.
piano team, Jeffrey and Ronald Marlowe, Thursday at 8 p.m. which included detailed expla- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - at the _:Sayfront. _Center. Further information may be obtained nation of the Venus Five
WEST SHORE PLAZA
by phoning 867-1166, ext. 36. ·
spacecraft which will shortly
DOWNTOWN & SEARSTOWN
"Androcles and the Lion" will be staged by the FPC Thea- blast astronauts into a 10-orbit
LAKELAND
tre Workshop Friday, Saturday and Sunday at 8 p.m. in Dendy cycle around the moon .
. _McNair Auditorium. Tickets are available at the door.
----------------------------------

Tastethat,
beats
the
others
cold!

DREAMS OF SPLENDOR

VANITY FA

Curtis Hixon's Biggies

·40 Enginee,rs
From USF
·Go To Cape ·

·a

·s,,ihe.

Honest-to.-Pepsi taste·!

.Obiecti.vity Plus!

PEPSI•··
COLA

This week in the Look What Insight I Have Department, we
find little Verson Scott writing his views for the UPI and the •
Tampa Tribune-Times -running them. Referencing John Lennon's (and company) nude bodies on· his latest record jacket: I
quote (really, I'm not putting you on) . . . "It took a member
of the Beatles to provide today's youngsters with the ultimate in
poor taste . . . first it was 'inside', frequently off-color or downright dirty lyrics. Next it was good old marijuana. Then the
· harder stuff, LSD, Speed and other drµgs ••. You can't call
them nude because there is a connotation of artistic merit or
value in the word nudity ••• outright vulgarity of their bodies
• • • Lennon and Ono only too clearly tell it like it is visually ugly, man, like·a real bad scene."
'I can_ only ask what Mr. Scott's frame of reference is?

Pick up an extra carton lodajl

.

.•

*

DO·_ YOU Ll,K-E - A
LOTTA MEAT
IN"vou·R SANDWICH?

*

. I ha,t e to drop names, but Ralph "Ronald" Regan and
Frank "Mr. Personality" Morse are both doing a show (togeth. er) weekly on WUSF-TV. The name of their game is "Potpourri" and it's aired evenings at 7:05. Local talent, personalities
and ideas are thrown around twixt the two conversation styl-'i sts, and, -surprisingly enough, it's- fun to watch. So if you don't
catch Merv, Johnny, Steve or Joey, tune in Frank and Ralph.

Wrap yoµrself around one of the_s e
satisfying Burger Chef supers •••
plumply packed with TWO hefty
pure beef patties ••• open-Harne
broiled for the hearty steak taste!

Burglar-Proofing
Program Dec.· 12
rium. It has been held in the
Tampa police station in the
past, but attendance by north
Tampa area residents was
poor, and the club thought
that locating the program at
the University would bolster
attendance.
The program is in great demand, Mrs. Sally Vasquez, of
the women's club, said, and
this is the third time in two
years it has been presented.

The Tampa Lakes Junior
Women's Club will sponsor a
;program on home burglarproofing in conjunction with
the Citizen's League for Police Support "Citizen's Alert"
group.
The program, part of the
Florida Federation of Woman's Clubs' "Operation · Crimestop'' program; is slated
for December 12 in the University's Engineering Audito-

0R.)\..CLE CLAS$1.FIED

~~

3. FOR RENT
Faster absorbency. Longer protection. That's
the extra security you get with new Meds, the
only tampon with this double-protection design:
an outer layer of larger fibers that absorb instantly, with an inner layer of tiny fibers that
store more, longer. ·

2-bed house, clean, furnished,
on lake, private dock, boat, diving board. $100 a month. Saletube type fender Bassman.
Good shape $225; Stereson PA
columns, like new $175; 4-piece
Ro'gers Drums $300. 920-5834.

o iELslf@IT@w4.iiliiir.~i~li~~1i:i:1ii~

·
Interested in extra money for
Christmas? Jobs available now,
• Apply in person at Westsho.re
Plaza - The Empire. ··
- ·

Comes in the first ge)Jtle, flexible plastic applic11tor. _.
I .

7 HELP WANTED

MED$ ANO f,lOOESS ARE -TRADEMA.ltKS

ofn11s0liAL_f~0OYtts

"°"''"" / ~ .

DOUBLE HAMBURGER

DOUBLE CHEESEBURGER

A.OS

13. MISCELLANEOUS
GET MORE OUT OF SCHOOL
.. . Have more time for extra
curricular activities and social
events while you improve your
scholastic average. Learn how
to study under self-induced hypnotic influence. The material
;you learn un~er these con<!itions
1s deeply impressed, permanently retained and requires
only a fraction of the normal
study time. For further infor- .
ni~n ·Ph·. 876-6073.

56th ST; NORTH
at Terrace Plaza

Temple Terrace
and Dale Mabry across
from Britton Plaza and
at 7540 w; Hillsboro Ave.

PEOPLE ON THE GO-GO BURGER CHEF!

/

Do You UnderStand
Draft Board Code?
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cause of agricultural occupa- fied for any military service. ·
tion.
4-A: Registrant who has
2-S:. Registrant deferred be- completed service; sole surviving son.
cause of activity in study.
1-D: Member of reserve
5-A: Registrant over the
component or student taking age of liability for military
service.
military training.
1-W: Conscientious objector
3-A: Registrant with a child
or chlldren; and registrant performing civilian. work conSINCE LOCAL draft boards deferred because of extreme tributing to the maintenance
of the national health, safety
have no obligation to tell the hardship to dependents.
registrants what is required
4-B: Officials deferred by or interest.
of them, all males eligible for law.
1-C: Member of the Armed
4-C: Aliens.
Forces of the United States,
the draft should know what
4-D: Minister of religion or the Environmental Science
the classifications are and
Services Administration, or
how they differ. from one an- divinity student.
·
other.
4-F: Registrant not 9uali- the Public Health Servke.
ADPi Pledges At Diamond Ball
Here is a table of Selective
Penny Lylerly, Mary Ann Taylor, Karen Godwin, Christy Parrish, Linda TayService classifications accordAlpha Delta Pi annual formal dance, t.he "Diamond Ball," was held Nov.
lor, Diane McCall, Clair Blanchard, Sally Dee, Sue Margua, Joyce Joyner.
ing - to Section 1623.2 .of the
22 at Palma Ceia Goll and Country Club. ADPi pledges from left to right are:
Regulations and described according to Regulation 1622.2:
1-A: Available for military
service.
Now that campaign promis- prior. to the presidential caml-A-0: Conscientious objec- es. are forgotten and the 90th paign. Now the support is
tor available for noncomba- Congress has adjourned, the slowly disappea,ring.
National politicians solidly
clamor for the 18-year-old
tant military service only.
backed the 18-year-old vote.
disappeared.
ALPHA EPSILON PW
1-0: Conscientious objector vote has
polifavorite
your
Although
Yet much of their activity in
AEP
17
Nov.
Sunday,
On
available for civilian work
about
talked
this field was aimed at gainhave
may
ticians
Colony was officially initiated
contributing to the maintelet
they
vote,
18-year-old
·
the
ing publicity, Raport SflYS,
as a pledge chapter of Alpha
nance of the national health,
without
end
Congress
90th
the
PROCEDURES urging the
Epsilon Phl national sorority.
safety or interest.
getting an amendment to pass bill were not begun until May,
cerethe
followed
A reception
1-S: Student deferred by it out of a Congressional comwhich was too late for possimonies. Friday, Nov. ,22, AEP
statute.
. mittee.
. ble approval by the 90th ConKAPPA DELTA
had a hayride and dance at
The Tri Deltas held an overLOWERING THE vote re- gress.
1-Y: Registrant not eligible
.
Mr. ED's riding ranch. The night camping trip in Ocala
Terry Voght was elected
constitutional
ir es a
u
q
would
who
class
lower
a
for
will
vote
under-21
the
Now
hayride
hillbilly
theme was
Friday, Nov. 22. Activities at "Best Little Sister" of SAE.
amendment, which must be
with awards for the best cos- the camping site included a Thursday Nov. 14 Kappa be qualified for military ser- passed by Congress and rati- be stagnant until the next
war or nationelection, when congressman
tume.
skit given by the fall pledge Delta had a social with TKE . . vice in time of
fied by the states.
emergency.
al
Don Quixote will ride forth
class, as well as a scavenger Friday Nov. 15 was the night
001cmcm
According to Roger Raport, once more with his eternal
be2-A: Registrant deferred
On Nov. 16, Tri Chi held a hunt.
for KD Kapers, Kapers is an
writer of the article, "Who promise of a crusade.
annual affair. This year cause of civilian occupation Killed the 18-Year-Old Vote?,"
party with the theme "hayCHI OMEGA
theme was "Wonderful World (e~cept agriculture and\ activ- public backing for such a
ride hoedown." The activities
Reprinted by permission of
Petricek and Frieda
Donna
Everyone ity in study).
began with a hayride followed
Kiddies."
the Falcon Times November ·6
of
high
all-time
an
at
was
move
Ferguson were initiated as Pi
dressed as young kids and
by a dance featuring "The
2-C: Registrant deferred beKappa Alpha little sisters.
supplied with- all-day
were
Reactions."
Betsy Smoot and ·Peggy ChanNov. 19 marked Tri Chi's
suckers and mousketeer hats.
dler were chosen Lambda Chi
This party and dance was en- Seminar Today
second year on campus. To
\
sisters.
NOT UNLESS YOU GET HER GIFTS
tertained · by the "Puddin'
celebrate· the day the pledges Alpha little
activities have in- ,
Recent
Basin."
, kidnapped the founding siseluded taking Chi Omega's
On Motivation
ters. In order to rescue their
orphan to Treasure306 S. DALE MABRY
· founders, the remaining si§- adopted
The Motivation and the
collectand
picnic,
a
for
land
ters were "forced" to attend a
Manager Seminar will be toing canned goods to fill
party, Which honored Foundday and Thursday.
Thanksgiving baskets f o r ·
ers Day.
needy families.
Dr. Alton C. Bartlett, of the
ALPHA DELTA Pl
department, said
·management
DELTA GAMMA
Pat Morris was initiated as
"A- partici•
conference,
the
of
Linda Kaufman received
a Lamba Chi Alpha Little Siscan exseminar
the
in
pant
ter Nov. 10. Marcella Cherry the Best Pledge ·award. Carol
apapplicable
learn
to
pect
was initiated Nov. 12 as a Pi MacGill won first place in the
Party
SAE-A
to his· motivation
'proaches
loungewear division of the UC
Kappa Alpha Little S1Ster.
problems." Various members
At the Holiday Dinner Theatre, 300 ATO
sponsored sewing contest and
AT
the department will particiof
~ELTA DELTA DELTA
and SAE brothers and pledges saw the
second place in the sports and
n
.
o
.
w
pate
DuFresne
Michelle
Fraternity Jush orientation
comedy "The Girl with the Freudian Slip."
on campus division.
both 1st and 2nd place in the
for men. will begin Friday,
Fee for the conference is
Above, Dr. Alec Rice (Gary Walker), BarUSF sewing contest. Cozee
Jan. 3, at 6 p.m. in Fine Arts- $'40. Information can be obbara Leonard ''The Girl . . ." (Susan E.
10016 N 30th ST.-Open 'til 1 A.M.
Smith is a new little sister of
Humanities 101. Informal par- tained from the Center for
Harting) of f.he play, entertain the two fraTalk
Engineers
the
Alpha.
of
Chl
each
by
Lambda
given
ties
Continuing Education.
ternities and their gu~sts.
fraternities will be Jan. 3 and
On Manageme nt 4 in designated FAH rooms
10 p.m.
The Florida Engineering ·so- from 7 to
Bid pick-up for rushees will
ciety will sponsor . a lecture
Engithe
in
Sunday, Jan. 5 in the Unibe
p.m.
2
at
today
.- - HI SPEED & POWER EQUIPMENT OF ALL KINDS
versity Center from noon to 3
neering Auditorium.
The speaker will be Dr. H. p.m. Formal parties are
10024-30TH STREET, PHONES 935-1101, 1102
C. Allen, assistant professor scheduled for that night in .
·;,
of Business · Administration. FAH rooms from 7 p.m. to 10
He will discuss ideas con- p.m. Formal pledging sign-up
cerning management, the im- will be held in the CTR Stuplications of management in dent Organizations office from
relation to engineers and the Tuesday, Jan. 7 through Friday, Jan. 10.
purposes of managem_ent.
Where do you stand with
your draft board? If you're a
coed, you probably couldn't
care less. But if you're a male
student, you should know exactly_what your classification
. is and how it is derived.

18-Year-Old Amendment

N,eglecte d By Congress -

Sororities Announce •••

GREE K: BEAT

ARE YOU A GIRL PLEASER?

AT THE SANDAL SHOP

fraternity
Rush Begins January 3

TO Dinner

SUBMARINES
MEATBAL LS
· STEAK SUBS
FRENCH FRIES

'MAYE'S SUB:-SHOP

·SPE:EDAMOTl'VE, INC .

BUY YOUR CAR SOMETHING
SPECIAL FOR.CHRISTMAS

--....-·

We've Restued
Manya Santa

•

•

TE.
GIFT CERTIFICA
SEE OUR HURST
.
.

STEERING WHEELS, NOVELTY RADIOS, HELMETS, COMPLETE
ASSORTMENT OF GEARSHIFT KNOBS MAG WHEELS.

IF YOU HAVE A PROBLEM, WE'LL HELP YOU SOLVE IT. SERVICE, QUALITY & EXPERIENCE -OUR MOTTO
WE'RE OPEN FROM NINE 'TIL NINE: MON., WED., & FRI.
FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE.

Offic;ial Notices
ADMISSIONS DEADLI NE. Thursday,
Dec. 5 is the last day to apply for ad-

miss ion or readm ission for Quarter 11

1969.
FINAL GRADE REPORTS are due In

Records Office 24 hours following last
class session ' during week of Dec. 9.

Campus Date Book
Times and places of organizations
meeting regularly are posted on the
University Cenler lobby bulletin boards.
TODAY

Motivation and Manager, 8 a.m., UC
251.

a.m., UC Rooms.
Karate Club, 11 a.m ., GYM 5.
Readers Theater II, 8: 30 p.m., Theatre.
USF Women's Club, annual Christma s
dinne r--da nce, 7 p.m., South Dining
Room, Andros Center.
SUNDAY

Hillel Brunch, 11 a.m., UC 248.
S. A. E ., 5:30 p,m ., UC 251.
MONDAY

Co.Op Information Sessions, 2 p.m.,
UC Rooms.
Womens Club Bridge, 7 p.m., UC 255 .
TUESDAY
Deans Luncheon, noon, UC 255-6.
Chorus and Orchestra, 8:30 p.m.,
Theatre.
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 11
Film Classics, "Rules of the Game,"
8 p.m., BSA.

Motivation and Manager Luncheon,
a.m., UC 256.
Bus, Student Advisory Broad Rece'ption, 2 p.m., 252 W.
Jr., Panhellenic, 2 p.m., UC 216.
TODAY
Society of Physics Students, 2 p.rfl,,
Information Session for students interPHY 141. .
ested in Cooperative Education ProPolitical Union, 2 p.m ., SOC. 128.
gram, 2 p.m. (free hour), ENG 3.
College of Ed. Council, 2 p.m., KIVA.
First class session for Co-Op studen ts
, German Club, 2 p.m., UC, 223.
going on Training Period, Quarter II ,
UC Dance Commiltee, 2 p.m ., UC
who have registered for PSY 213, Applied Psychology, or SOC 261. Social
202.
US Arts and Exhibit ions, 2 p.m ., UC
Problems, 2 p.m. in ENG 3 and ENG 4
respectively.
205.
Friday,. Dec. 6.
UC Hospitality, 2 p.m., UC 213.
I FC, 2 p.m .. UC 203.
Orientation Session for "new' Co-Ops
Students for Responsible Government,
going on Training Per iod for first time
6 p.m ., UC 203 . .
Quarter II, 2. p ..,. .. ENG 3. Please be
Karate - Beginners, 7 p.m., GYM S.
prompf.
. Karate - Women, 7 p.m., GYM 101 • .
Monday, Dec . 9 .
_Alpha 1 East, 7:30 p.m., RAR 235.
Orientation Session for a II Co-Ops
Argos Residents Sound Off, 8 p.m .,
going on Training Period Quarter 11, 2
UC 202.
p.m., CTR 252.
Andros Resident Sound Off, 8 p.m .,
Wednesday, Dec. 11
FOC 105.
Second class session for Co-op stuTHURSDAY
Motivation and Manager conference, dent s going on Training Period Quarter
II who have registered for PSY 21 3,
8 a.m., UC 251.
Applied Psychology, or SOC 261, Social
BIS Luncheon, 11 :50 a .m., UC 255.
Problems_ (special sections for Co-ops).
Motivation and Manager Luncheon,
PSY meets in E NG 3 and soc in ENG
noon, UC 256.
al 2 p.m.
-4
215.
UC
p.m.,
-4:30
Science,
Christian
Registration for Co-ops going on
Eta Hall TWO Dinner, 5:30 p.m., RAN
Period Quarter II , fill out
raining
i
109 E. F.
packet and pick up Rfee card in ENG 37
R. A. Meeting, 5:30 p.m., RAR 235.
between 9 a.m . and 2: 30 p.m. Pay fees
I FC Public Relations, 6 p.m., UC 158.
in Cashier's Office, ADM 131, before 3
All Greek Chorus, 6 p.m., FAH 101.
p.m.
Campus crusade for Christ, 6:30
p.m .. UC 223.
Student Assistant Meeting, 7 p.m., UC
252E, W.
More than 150 employers are currentI FC Rush, 7 p.m., UC 216.
ly seeking USF students for CooperaKarate - Beginners, 7 p.m., GYM
Educa tion Training assignment for
tive
101.
Esperanto Class, 7:30 p.m., UC 203. Quarter II Training Period starting
Paul lngrassa, 8 p.m. , RAR 235.
Th'Ursday, Dec. 26. For further information visit or phone the Co-op Office,
FRIDAY
Committee on ,....T eaching Breakfast,
ENG 37, phone 988-4131 , ext. 171.
Among recent new openings are some ~
8 :30 a.m .. UC 255.
for chemistry ma jors and engineering
Continuing Education Workshop, 9
major s
a .m .. UC 158.
SPECIAL CO.OP ASSIGNMENT for
cont. Ed. Luncheon, noon , UC 255-6.
UC Program Council Auxiliary, 2 Quarter II for graduate student to work
with team of consultants in Bradenton
p.m .. UC 201.
Area. Contact Mr. Miller in Co-op of•
Anthenaeum Meeling1 2 p.m. , UC 202.
lice, ENG 37 , Ext. 171. College of Bus iUC Special E'l'l!nls, 2 p.m., UC 20-4.
ness Adm inistration graduate slutlent
Esperanto Club Dinner, 7:30 p.m ., UC
preferred or Liberal Arts major in field
248.
of economics math, or statistics. AlReaders Theatre II, 8 :30 p.m ., Thea though graduate student preferred, aptre.
SATURDAY
plications will be accepted from undergraduates of junior or senior level.
Future Fnmers of Americ»y I :30
11 :JO

Co-Op Education

0

own jolly self thanks to the cash he got
here when that Christmas gift list all but
overwhelmed him.
When you borrow Christmas cash
from us, you make a friendly Personal
Loan at modest rates, with a sensible
repayment program. May we come to
the rescue of your gifts budget?
The lull-service bank you can
rely on wishes all friends and
patrons a very Merry Christmas.

Co-Op Edu~ation

0

FOOD SERVICE
From MORRISONS
I

More than one Santa-about-town is his

THE

EXCHANGE BANK
9385 - 56th ST.

OF

TEMPLE
TERRACE

988-1112

'.•
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Nixon And Wallace
Make Debuts In
'laff At' Puppet Show
By MARTHA FUENTES
Correspondent

'Dance Theatre' Members In Rehearsal
George Mills, Kathy Wynns and Chifra Holt

...

~

First ,PerfOrmance
Of New Dance Club
Set Today At 2
The USF Dance Theater's
newly formed Dance Club, announces their first Dance
\Vorkshop, today at 2 p.m. in
the new Theatre Centre, room
222. All are invited to attend.
The dancers are Chris Dale,
Nina Fedorovich, Jill Johnson, Marilyn Mancuso, Myrna
McGowan, George Mi 11 s,
Glenda Romine and Kathy
Wynns. They will perform
their own choreography and
improvisations, originated and
worked on in Improvisational
D 1mce (DAN 233).
Dances will range in style

from traditional lyric to
avant-guarde electronic and
music will encompass Debussy, De Falla, and Badings.
Costumes will be variations of
dance practice clothes. Lighting and costuming for the production will be coordinated by
Kathy Wynns.

THE DANCE department
has been newly formed by
Chifra Holt, professional Modern and Ballet dancer. "We
are hoping to stimulate an interest in dance on and off
campus. In the future we hope
to present more dance productions for the public," Miss Holt
commented.

"Courses are offered in all
levels of Modern dance and
Ballet, and may be taken
leading to a degree in
Dance," Miss Holt explained.
"In these courses, students
are trained to develop a skill
in Dance as well as an appreciation of Dance as an art,"
she added.
The Dance Theatre Club
has been organized by students on campus who wish to
expand their knowledge of
dance. The Club plans to
bring in guest teachers, present films, and explore various
s_tyles of Dance, in addition to
Modern and Ballet.

FURTHER INQUIRY was
immediately made at the
home of Lorenzen, Theatre
Arts instructor.
Lorenzen pleasantly· answered all questions regarding the performance.
"It's a puppet show," he
said, "created and manipulated by the 14 students in my
Introduction
to
Puppetry
class.
"THERE WILL BE a complete production. with lights,
sound, props and costumes;
all work will be done by the
class.
"The sequences are original, written by the students,"
he added.
"Actually 'Laff At' is based
on 'Laugh In,' " he explained.

Stage manager K a t h y
Schwall who was later contacted and found busily organizing a technical rehearsal for
the show said: "It's shaping
up well."

" 'Laff At,' the laffinest
Rowan and Martin show ever
presented, will have a premier performance at USF,
HUBE RT HUMPHREY,
Friday at 2 p.m. in the Theamanipulated by student Larry
tre Centre," a student said exLind, agreeing to a brief incitedly, waving his arms.
terview, said, "If the Demo"Pres. Elect Nixon, Hubert
crats don't string along with
Humphrey and Governor Walme - I'll feel like Howdv ·
lace will be on hand as guest
Doody!"
·
speakers. However," the stuKristie Fleming remarked
dent breathlessly added, "real
before going on stage: " It's
tiny Tiny Tim will be the fealaffs on everybody!"
tured guest.
Students manipulating the
"And Colonel S11nders will
hand - puppets, rod - puppets,
also make a guest appearhumanettes and marionettes
ance, ·bringing along one of
are Caroline Diaz, Enid
his untried chickens to liven
Cathey, Fern Davis, Kristie
up a pie throwing act.
Fleming, · Linda Gittleman,
"GUESS WHO ELSE is ap"COLONEL SANDERS is a Jack Herr, Greg Hutchison,
pearing?" the student asked.
humanette
puppet. A guy's Carolyn, Jessen, Betty Kess"None other than Goldie
face is over the puppet's ing, Larry Lind, Becky Olson,
Hawn!
"And listen man - that's body,'' Lorenzen explained. Kathy S c h w a 11, Margaret
and
Rosemarie
not all - when Liberace ap- "The Puppet's body is a mari- Thornton
Vaughn.
onette
body
attached
to
the
pears on stage dressed in a
pink sequined coat and plays actors neck and manipulated
INCREASED INTEREST in
the piano and Tiny Tim sings by string tension from the ac- USF's puppetry c o u rs e
a duet with him - sock it to tors hands. The hands really brought about an interview
show. The legs are connected with Russell Whaley, chairme! Yeah!
"And there's a daring court- by strings to the actors hands. man of Theatre Arts.
"Greg Hutchison plays Coloroom scene and - and an act
"The course in advanced
that's great, called King's nel Sanders and Jack Herr puppetry won't be offered
plays the chicken.
Coronation.
quarter two. But it will be of"BUT ONE THING can be . "The chicken is also a hu- fered in the future under Disaid about Governor Wallace manette ••. Jack's head on rected Studies, a special projafter his appearance on this a chicken body,'' Lorenzen ect dealing with advanced
show, he sends you all with said.
problems in puppetry," WhalWE HAD TO do research in ey said.
that cultured rendition of his
finding out what kind of pies
original poetry!
"And it's all free!" the stu- they can throw that won't credent said, "and if you don't ate too much mess or splatter
believe me, ask William Lo- on themselves or the audirenzen. He's directing the ence.
"We used children's bubble
show."
The student dashed off bath whipped with an electric
quickly into the dense crowd beater. It makes foam and
of interested spectators who piles up meringue," Lorenzen
had gathered, and his identity said. " ... and we only hope
it will keep."
still remains a mystery.

Enid Cathey With 'Tiny Tim'

~---~----------------~

College Relations Director
: c/oSheraton-ParkHotel,Washington, D.C,20008

:

•Please send me .
: a Sheraton Student
:10.solcansaveup
:to20%on
: SheratQn rooms.

•
;
:
:
:

I Name___________;.,_I
I ·
I

.~----------·

I
,I
I
I
I

~

Reservations with the special low rate are confirmed in advance I
(~a~ed on availability) for Fr_i., Sat., Sun. nights, !)!us Thanks- I
giving (Nov. 27-Dec. 1), Christmas (Dec. l~Jan. 1) and July
through Labor Day! Many Sheraton Hotels and Motor Inns offer I
student r<!tes ~uri ng other periods subject to availability at time I
of check-in and may be requested.
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~-------------------PROFESSIONAL NEW YORK CAST ONLY
* OFF BROADWAY*

DINNER THEATRE
OPEN NIGHTLY (except Mon.)

- NOW PLAYING

Bartke's Famous

Gourmet Buf.fet!l:45 p.m.
Magic Sgage 8:30 p.m.
Cocktails from 5:00 p.m.

USF's Michael Sullivan
'Performs Brilliantly'

-An hilarious excursion toward nowhere-

Individual Seating

DISCOUNT

CALL TOLL FREE
St. Pete:

Clearwater

ON FOOD AND DRINKS
TO USF STUDENTS AND STAFF
ALL NIGHTS EXCEPT TUES. & SAT.

872-4706
442-2653
TAMPA PHONE 884-7501

"Eight Experienced
Cosmetologists To Serve You"

By THEODORE HOFF.a.UN
Professor of Humanities '

TERRACEL
BEAUTY SALON

Temple Terrace Shopping Center
Phone 988,2798

Michael· Sullivan, concert
guitarist, performed brilliantly in a series of three Thanks-

For Tickets and Reservations
• Airlines
·
• Cruises
• lours .
Anytime...,. anywhere

g1vmg weekend .concerts at
the Experiment VI Theater.
Sullivan, a USF humanities
major, is taking a few quarters off from university
studies in an attempt to estab-

MRS. ALMA HARRISON
WORLD TRAVEL CENTER
2624 Hillsboro Plaza
Phone 877-9566

NO SERVICE CHARGE

REDUCE YOUR KARMA
WITH

EDGAR
CAYCE!
LEARN THE SECRET SCIENCE
.OF MIRACLES!
BROWSE THROUGH OUR LARGE SELECTION OF BOOKS & PAMPHLETS ON MANY METAPHYSICAL AND OCCULT SUBJECTS

I

REFLECTION

I

3814 SOUTH DALE MABRY
BRITTON PLAZA
PHONE 839-7390

lish himself as a nationally rather well. Today he is an
recognized concert artist. His . artist, and if he continues at
playing Sunday night clearly his remarkable rate o f
revealed that he has the in- growth, he will be on the
nate musicality, dedication, threshhold of greatness in the
and technical achievement to not too distance future.
Chalk up another hit for Exsucceed in the fiercely competitive world of the concert periment VI, which a few
weeks ago opened its doors
tour.
Sunday's program included with a brilliant production of
various flamenco styles, tran- "The Caretaker". We were
scribed Renaissance l u t e happy to see many townspeomusic, an eighteenth century ple mixed in with the goodSpanish piece in a classical sized audience of USF stustyle reminiscent of early Mo- dents and faculty, a good sign
zart, a Bach prelude, and for the theater's future.
some contemporary pieces.
ANOTHER INTERESTING
SULLIVAN WAS AT home event is scheduled for Thursin all of these, displaying ma- day, Friday and Saturday,
turity, restraint, and above and December 12, 13 and 14.
all, a deep love of and respect "Zoo Story" and "Krapp's
for music. His selections were Last' Tape" will feature Paul
chosen on the basis of musical Massie, Robert Erwin, and
merit rather than for virtuos- Don Moyer.
tic display.
The theatre is at 901 East
Three preludes by the Bra- Bird Street. Curtain time is
zilian composer Villa Lobos 8:30 and tickets are nominally
were particularly interesting. priced. Hats off to the guiding
Guitar music is highly idio- genius of Experiment VI,
matic, guitar technique is Raoul Peizer, for this splendid
unique. It is probably the addition to the local scene.
most difficult instrument for
the non-playing composer to
Men Come
write for effectively. Therefore there is comparatively To Vassar
little first-rate music for the
Vassar College, starting
instrument in the more con1970, will become
September,
temporary styles. Villa Lobos
co-educational.
The school disis one of the few twentieth
closed
the
announcement
to
century composers who has
21,000
alumnae
in
a
letter
by
succeede.d in creating music
of poetry and depth while re- Vassar Pres.
taining the best idiomatic features of the guitar.
Another fine contemporary
piece that Sullivan played
especially well came from, of
all places, England. Lennox
Berkeley found new potentials
in the guitar idiom, and utilized them with a musicality
that transcended cleverness.

THE

BACH

,
SUN.-10 am-9
pm

MON.-WED.
9 A.M.-9 P.M.

OUR ONLY SUGGESTION
is that perhaps at times Sullivan overdoes one of the most
admirable features of his
playing, restraint. Possibly a
touch more of the Dionysian
would be welcome. W e
suggest this with the full confidence that Sullivan, a man
of taste , does not have it in
his artistic being ever to become merely a bombastic
strummer.
Two years ago Michael Sullivan was simply a nice young
fellow }Vho played the guitar

WE SPECIALIZE IN

CUBAN & P ASTRAlVII

THURS.-SAT.
9 A.M.-10 P.M.

PRELUDE

showed again how clearly the
guitar can bring out various
simultaneous sounding lines.

SANDWICH
SHOP

Hours:

SANDWICHES
ALSO

SHRIMP BOX
CHICKEN BOX
FISH BOX
SUBMARINES & PIZZA
9228 56th St. Ph. 988-6559
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lilffll P.P.
FESTJ:VAL

AT Gtr.LFST-EtE·.&K P.ABE

·-----------.

A Th()usand W()nders and a Th.-ee UaY Collaae of Eeautlful Music
SATURDAY, DEC. 28 • l pm -10 pm

MONDAY, DEC. 30 • l pm -10 pm

Jose Feliciano • Country Joe and the Fish •
Buffy Sainte Marie• Chuck Berry• The Infinite
McCoys • John Mayall's Bluesbreakers •
Booker T. and The M,G.'S. • Dino Valente•
Fleetwood Mac

Jose Feliciano• Canned Heat• The
Turtles • Iron Butterfly • The Joe Tex Revue •
Ian 3nd Sylvia• The Grassroots• Charles
Lloyd Quartet• Sweet Inspirations• The
Grateful Dead

---------------+--------------PLUS EVERY DAY:
DEC. 29 • 1 pm -10 pm

SUNDAY'

M_arvin Gaye • Joni Mitchell • The Boxtops •
Richie Havens • James Cotton Blues Band •

The 1968 Invitational Walki ng Catfish Derby ·, The Giant
Ti•leaf Slide; Hundreds of Arts and Crafts Displays; The
Wum Tropical Sun and a Full Miami Moon; Med itation
Grove; Wandering Musicians; Blue Meanies on Parade;
Thi ngs to Buy and Eat; 20 Acres of Hidden Surpri .. s in

H. P. Lovecraft

Beautiful Gardens; World's First Electronic Skydivers;

Steppenwolf • Jr. Walker and the All Stars •
Butterfl.eld Blues Band • Flatt and Scruggs •

i.

Stratospheric Balloons; Kaleidoscopic Elephants

I
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U 5 f . 15% DISCOUNT COUPON

• • •
MIAMI POP FESTIVAL
P.O. BOX 3900 MIAMI, FLORIDA 33101
NO. TICKETS _ _ SAT.• DEC. 28@ $6.00 Ea.
NO. TICKETS _ _ SUN., DEC. 29@ $6.00 Ea.
NO. TICKETS _ _ MON .• DEC. 30 @ $6.00 Ea.

$6.00 Includes all -day admiss ion (tickets at lhe door,
if available: $7.00)
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11 have enclosed $- - - i n check or money I
that
I
1I
I
· ·
·
I
I
>----------II CitY-_-_-_- _- _- _- _-_-_-_-_- _- _--_-=._-=._~---_-_- I
order pa y ab le to " Miami Pop Festival."
1 understand
the management does not
guarantee de l,·very on orders postmarked
later than Dec 9 1968
N
ame
Addre 5
State

Zip

------------
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'Subie~t Was- Ros~s'•·.
Starts Monday N:ight

14-The ORACLE-U. of Soutfl_Florida,-December-4; 1968 ·
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By MAXINE KAMIN ·
Fine Arts Editor

,.

The · "'Subje_ct Was· Roses' Cast

r

Karen Spadecene; Carl Williams; 3en Hooks

l

'!

Matthc:iY PiOno

\

f'.hoto by, Ri~hard "Smoot· . ·.

..

Fest

. i,

•

A piano ,f~~ ~d work- '• tur~ red~. Fol'IIlal evening

•
shop in·, the . Tobias Matthay, recitals .will also be lield.
The festival staff, which inprincipli1,s! of piano .11,laying is
scheduled' at·t:rSF, Dec. 12-14. eludes members the· AmeriThe t'ir~ay festival coµ- can ~Iatthay Association; consists of morning aI!d .after- si!,ts. of. Evelyn Swarthout, Alqoon ~essjons including lee- 'bion ],\1"et~, Stewart ·Gorpon,
tures on tlle principles of Mat- Anne Kosc1elny, Helen Parker
thay, demonstration lessons Ford and'Lytle Powell.
MOURA LYMPANY, interwith students, . and' ~cial leenationally celebrated . British
pianist, will be a special guest
speaker at the workshop. She
will perform at a USF. Artist
Series concert, Dec. 12.
Tobias Matthay opeqed his
school of pianoforte playing in
London in 1895 and atfracted
. · students from · all over the
world. In 1925, the -American
Matthay Association w s
founded to promote Matthay~s
teaching . principles, in this
country.
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IEATTtAckR.ICIJRIH:
-UNDERSTANDING COMES
· ,.
· FASTER WITH '
CLIFF'S NOTES!' • ·. '.'
OVER 175 TITLES

Thi-s
Christmas
Give her a .·
·:gift of beauty

GIFT CERTfFiCATE ..

Cleary family - John, Nettie,
and their son Timmy,' It takes
The The:i.tre department place in the Spring of 1946,
hasn!t stopped this quarter.' just after the war, 'ai;id the
There has been at least one story begins when Timmy .
production each week present- comes home from the army.
eel by the Experimental Thea- It's a time for sharing experi- :
tre c;Iass, two major produ¢- . ences! and getting reac~uainttions, presented by Theatre, ed. B~t what happens JS that :
USF, and · individual projects , they dJScover they ~ever r~al- ,
presented l;>Y senior theatre ly knew e3:ch other m the fir~ majors as part of their gradu- place and 1t may not be poSSl- _
ble after 21 years for them to .
ation requirement
·
be reconciled in any way.
,
.
. . .
·
''The Subject Was Roses"
will be the quarter's wind up . The son's ultimate d~cis1on ,
play running Monday, through 1s . to leave. After ~g. to
, Thursday on Centre stage at brmg about a reconciliation, .
8·30 p.m Admission will be · he realizes_. that his parents
l!ave been livin~ together ~ .
•.
·
free.
Written by Frank D. Gilroy, name only. Neither one, 1s .
"Roses" won the Pulitzer part of the o~er.
"What ~akes the play. in- :
Prize for Drama in 1964 and
lias recently be~n made into a teresting is not the · dialogue
• • . not what they say to each
movte.

'As fLCJY

,

.

THE 'PLAY is about the · other • • • but, what they

Dying'

condemnations affirmed, . is probably the
•By MAXINE)t\~
most sane a.ct in the.story," said Weinfeld.
·.Firie·Arfs ·Editor .
" 'As I Lay 'Dying' -is Faulkner's view of
,.
' ·
William Fa~er's . Pulitzer Prize win- humanity compacted into a family situa. · ..
niJ;lg,'~:As I ,L;iy Dyi!!g'{ w.ill:be presented by tion," Weinfeld furtller explained.
the Speech -Department Friday, Saturday, · "THE NEED 1FOR maintaining the dig·, nity of the individual .despite squallid condiand Sunday at 8 p.rri. in the.Theatre.
"The play is 11bout the death of the ma- tions· _ _living in filtll - is shown in _the
triarch in. a family. with five childr,en,''_ex- pl ay. .
.
.
"Vulgar events don't upset the family.
plained Samuel Weinfeld, director, and
· The beauty of thejr simple lives is clear.
speech professor.' ·
"The ·story takei, place in the past and in They realize life must go on regardless_of
the present; -shifting back and forth · from unfortunate. events and they adjust them.
the_time the mother ·is dying until her bufi· selves accordingly,'' Weinfeld said.
includes
Dying"
Lay
I
"As
-for
cast
The
,
al,'' Weinfeld said,
Fergueson, Gene
"IT EXAMINES one person's stream of dllda Garfinkel,
.
'\
. . Paul
. Burke.tt, Sybil Johnson, Frank Couch, Rita
.
consciousness, then another's.
"Whether the character is speaking of the Yovino,' Ernest Lyubanovits, Leo Chappelle,
past or of present · times will be evident Eric Laceker, Sa!ll Crutchfield, and Ronald
since Faulkner uses country dialect when Colburn.
WEINFELD, TIQll DIBECTOR, is _a new
they in the present, and elevated language
for , subconscious expression," Weinf~d , speech professor. He formerly taught
speech and theatre at Indiana University
clarified.
"Part of tlle play is an examinatibn of . and has directed numerous plays including
sanity," he continued. "One brother is "The Physicists,'' a play which will be perdeemed by the other members.of his family formed here Quarter II, "Spoon River_Anto be insance ·because of his deep sensitivity thology," "Luv,'' and Vlfl'ious Shakespearian
•
.
,
plays.
·. ·
'and perception.
/l,CComplish.
directipg
his
to
addition
In
''BECAUSE HE DOESN'T have to be
_.show!i everything' or told everyting . . . be- . ments, he is also an equity actor and h\15 .
his perception allows him to sense performed in many .professional, education~
feelings ·and. difficulties .• , the! think. him al; and community_theatre productions.
If and when he gets time; he will be
insane,
,;The final act for which they feel tlleir trying out for USF productions.

ued. "The play exists totally A, progr~ to B then C, buf
don't say. They just don't in ·sub text which is very sup- jlll}lpS in at. P and Q, eventu- -~·
ta 1 k," explained Franklin tle, very complex, and . diffi. · ally getting to X and Y but ...
'
Morse, director,
:;
cult to . find. But, oqce. -it's never ·actually to Z.
"It's so real that it has to ::.
found it's clear. Tliatis' a'< hall"WBEN ' ONE DOES speak, . mark of any good play.
be underplayed a lifhe bit.
·- .. ·
the other never listens,''
it comes off as •
Otherwise
who . · "This play has lieen going
added Karen Spadacene
Morse said. ..
I
melodrillll8.tic,"
.
plays the motlier. "The only . on for 25 years , it never
Morse commended Gilroy's -:,·
never
.
it
and
begins
really
time they listen is when they
composition of the play saying ..
have been hurt and don't really ends - we just 1happen "the show is extremely well "'..
to come up on them on tlle
know why."
written. · Gilroy is economical=
-" It's not a superficially im- continuum •of their . relation- in his use • of words. . He •
pressive play,'' Morse contin- ship.
doesn't say more than he ;i_
"IT DOESN'T START with means to. He's ·v ery precise:';:,

t
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'Summer Conference'

,

•

'Secret Agent'

~ryouts Tonighf .

Tryouts · for a Ch~mber
"Summit Conference,'' a
Tlieatre .adaptation of J,oseph
mythological play . showing·
Conrad's "Secret Agent" will
the Gods trying to settle
be held tonight and Thursday
the Troy crisis before it
night from · 5 :30 to 7 :30 in
_breaks into war, will be
PEDJ13.
presented Mo nd ay on CenRich Steck, directoi:, · said
tre Stage at 2 p.m. by Ex"Agent" is a "sly ''and ironic
,,,.;,,,, tal Theatre··
·
'
p._..,.,en
of anarchy, trage. treatment
Barbara P_a rker, who
dy, - and the communication
gap." ,
t'It_ presents an_ off-beat -~
analysis of human communic~°pon failure. Co_nrad's irony f.
pgts a new twist on the cause g

Speech Preients

·

Her,e Fo~ 3 'Days
;>..

. . .•

•.'

:t~~suts of tlle 'gap,' ,, sai~-,

,",' ·
\"'! All

' ·

'·,
·1

·

students, staff, and fac- · :
ul~ W~O bave _an• urge -~Ope~ -:
form lil a uruque · sfagi,'lg of . [
n~ative fiction_are inv.\te_d \o • . @
fill
ti;y out for one of the ten male
and two .female parts," Steck ..
'
· ' ··
. epco~ged'.
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GET MORE OUT OF SCHO.OL •••· -.

i

cause

. AT YOUR ~OOKSELLER

'

E
SU.BURBANETTE -

LINCOLN, NEBRASKA 68501

FLETCHER AT 22nd. .

PH.-935-1400

Composer

Randall

Thompson

To·-Lead Chorus-O~chestra
By ERNiE GUTIERREZ
Staff Writer
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- ·Values ,to~$9.9-8 - only $4.00!
APES_
- STERE0-1
l~O's of·f-TRACK.
..
··-

Artists like: .~ ·
Lovin,, Spoonful
James.Brown
, the Righteous-Broth·ers
\ ·Sta,. Getz
Louis Annstrong ·
· A$tn1a Gilberto
. ANDMANY~MORE

.t

!
I

J

~CThe ~argest Selection of ',[apes'. in T;ampa"~'

· OPEN

.

Mon., Thurs. & Fri. 9 to 9
Tues., ,Wed. & Sat, 9 to 6

Phone

872-8444

TAPE
TOWN

... 4115 HINDWON
II.VD• .

AUTO STEREO
I

;

l~ . l

... ..J~Jw":±rrtlli!M! ~~... ~

r·. :

Have more time for extra curricular activities and saci~I events ~
while you improve your scholastic average. Learn how to study
u~de'r,self-in~ce~·.hypn:otic influ~nce. The material you l_e arn .
under these, co_nd \tr.o n_s •~ ,deep I~ rmp_r essed, permanent!~ re_tcpined. _and ·-~e_quires.:~•Y afractr_on of the normal study trme.,.,,
for further rnformatron Ph. 876-6073.

S1 EACH

,

i:,

recently played "Medea"
in the USF production of · "
:·
the play, will be ·directing.
Rick Bowse~ will be stage
, 11
manager.
"Conference" becomes a
. f it
• ,·
petty battle • over 3·ealI•
:
ousies,'' explains Bowser.
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